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Introduction 
 
The amount of technical terms (and jargon!) in philosophy can be somewhat 
overwhelming.  Given the scope of this technical language, and the multitude of theories 
they represent, it’s hardly surprising that one often comes across conflicting and differing 
uses of these terms.  
 
Indeed, many of the terms and arguments associated with the philosophy of religion are 
used incorrectly.  Consider, for example, the way in which “Intelligent Design” and “Design 
Argument” are conflated and confused.  And again, consider the way in which a cause in 
fieri is confused and conflated with a cause in esse. 
 
The purpose of this Key Terms book is to provide a straightforward, simple and accurate 
catalogue of many of the common terms in the philosophy of religion.  It is not an 
exhaustive text, but it is a good start for those who are interested in this fascinating area of 
philosophy and want to know more! 
 
Entry Layout 
 
Each word is listed in bold and followed by a grammar tag before the definition of the 
word is given in numbered points. The grammar tag appears in square brackets [ ] 
immediately below the main word. The information in these brackets will tell you what the 
main word is—for example a noun, a book title or the name of a popular theory. 
Additional information in the brackets will let you know if there are commonly used 
adjective, adverb or verb forms of the word. 
 
Sometimes, the grammar tag may draw a distinction between nouns and noun phrases. A 
noun phrase is used to designate a combination of words which function like a noun in a 
sentence. For example, Cosmological Argument will be designated as a noun phrase. 
 
Further distinctions are drawn between abstract and concrete nouns. Abstract noun is 
used to refer to a general idea or a concept. Concrete noun is used to describe some 
embodiment of that concept. For example, deism is a concept; a deist is someone who 
holds deism to be true. 
 
Distinctions are also drawn between active and passive adjectives. An active adjective is a 
word form that typically ends in –ing or –ive. It is an adjective which describes an active 
quality of the subject. For example, an exciting book is one which does the action of 
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exciting the reader. On the other hand, a passive adjective is a word which typically ends 
in –ed or –en. For example, an excited cat is one which is having something done to it to 
make it excited. 
 
Following the grammar tag you will find a series of numbered definitions for each entry. 
They begin with the most basic definition at (1) and work up to more detailed and more 
complex definitions as the entry progresses. 
 
In the definitions, you will come across certain capitalised words which are in bold and 
followed by an asterisk (such as Cause*). These indicate words which have their own 
entry in the book. All the words are listed alphabetically throughout the text. 
 
At the end of each entry, you will find suggestions for further study— related words 
which will help you understand the current entry in more depth and in further context. 
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Actual infinite 
[noun phrase; actually infinite is the compound adjective] 
 
 
 

1. Infinite now, infinite in reality;  
 

2. Something which is actually infinite now, as opposed to something which is 
potentially infinite and theoretical (as in maths: numbers can go on forever but at any 
given instance form a finite group but keep in mind that the mathematical and 
philosophical definitions of ‘infinite’ are not identical);  

 
3. Nothing can be added to an actual infinite (since if you can add to it then it was 

not actually infinite prior to being added to);  
 

4. An actual infinity of Time*, argues William Lane Craig, cannot exist. The Kalam 
Cosmological Argument*, for example, hinges on ‘the impossibility of the formation 
of an actual infinite by successive addition’;  

 
5. In the Middle Ages, the formation of an actual infinite by successive addition was 

known as ‘traversing the infinite’; since an infinite distance cannot be ‘crossed’, (that 
is, you can’t go from one end of an infinite to another)—we could never arrive at 
‘today’ (because an infinite amount of time would always precede it). But since 
today has arrived, there could be no actual temporal infinite.  

 
6. Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) also maintains that there cannot be an infinite 

succession of causes, since if everything were dependent on something else, 
nothing would exist at all.  

 
7. ‘Infinite temporal regress’ proposes an actually infinite sequence of causes 

stretching backwards in time;  
 

8. See also Infinite Regress*;  
 

9. See also Infinity*.  
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Aesthetic Argument 
[noun phrase; aesthetic on its own is the adjective; aesthetically is the adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. The ‘Aesthetic’ pertains to ‘beauty’;  
 

2. A kind of argument for the existence of God* based on the presence of 
beauty and order in the universe;  

 
3. Aesthetic arguments are typically analogical arguments—that is, they appeal to a 

similarity between created beauty and natural beauty and infer that since one is 
intentionally designed the other must be too;  

 
4. Aesthetic arguments are often classed under the Design Argument* 

along with the Anthropic Principle*;  
 

5. There are also deductive kinds of aesthetic argument which do not simply rely on a 
comparison of created beauty and natural beauty. For example, Richard Swinburne 
(b.1934) has argued in his book, The Existence of God (2004) that Theism* 
provides the best explanation for our human sense of beauty. While it is true that 
there is an obvious biological and evolutionary function for beauty (as a function of 
sexual attraction and species promotion) there is also an aspect of beauty that 
goes well beyond the requirement of species promotion. For example, we desire to 
know the truth, we have a sense of humour, we have deep longings and yearnings 
that go beyond everyday living. Materialism* seems unable to properly explain 
these phenomena;  

 
6. See also Intelligent Design (ID)*;  

 
7. See also Religious Experience*. 
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Afterlife 
[noun; it is equivalent to Life After Death] 
 
 

1. Life after death (such as in heaven);  
 

2. Continued spiritual existence beyond biological death;  
 

3. Heaven, hell, bodily Resurrection*, Reincarnation* and Transmigration of the Soul* 
are all theories of an afterlife;  

 
4. Theists in general accept the reality of some form of an afterlife, while as a rule 

atheists do not;  
 

5. Is there any justification for believing in an afterlife? Proponents of an afterlife 
come at the question from different angles:  

 
(a) Evidentialist angle: there is tangible Evidence* for belief in the afterlife in the 

form of Paranormal* data; 
 

(b) Deductive angle: consciousness cannot be explained in material terms; 
consciousness appears to be non-material, calling for a non-material 
destiny for the mind; 

 
(c) Historical angle: belief in an afterlife is common to all cultures and times; it 

seems to be a natural attitude in human psychology; 
 

(d) Theological angle: the existence of an afterlife has been confirmed 
through Revelation*; 

 
6. In a 1998 essay titled, Could We Survive Our Own Death? Antony Flew (b. 1923) 

argues that the concept of the afterlife contains an inherent contradiction: death, 
by definition is an end to life, so to talk of life after death is meaningless. However, 
this criticism seems to be nothing more than word-play and is not a serious 
challenge to theists;  

 
7. See also Pascal’s Wager*. 
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Agnosticism 
[abstract noun; agnostic is the concrete noun and adjective; agnostically is the adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. From Greek meaning ‘unknowable’;  
 

2. The term was coined by British author, Aldous Huxley (1894-1963);  
 

3. The position that God* may or may not exist, but that his existence is unknowable 
to humans;  

 
4. Some people are agnostic towards all claims, holding that nothing can be known 

with certainty (this position is, of course, self-contradictory, since if nothing can be 
known for certain, that claim itself could not be known);  

 
5. Agnosticism is often thought of as lying between Atheism* on the one hand (the 

denial of God’s existence) and Theism* (faith in God) on the other;  
 

6. See also Evidentialism*;  
 

7. See also Faith*;  
 

8. See also Justification*.  
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Analogical Language 
[noun phrase; analogical on its own is the adjective; analogically is the adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. A way to speak about something beyond experience;  
 

2. Linking something in experience with something outside of experience;  
 

3. A way of talking about God*;  
 

4. A theory in the philosophy of Religious Language*;  
 

5. A popular term in the philosophy of Scholasticism*;  
 

6. Analogical language tries to address the problem of difference between God and 
created things: how can finite beings speak meaningfully about an infinite God? 
Analogical language seeks to find a likeness between God and created things, a 
point of connection;  

 
7. The theory is built on the premise that since God is the Cause* of creation, there 

must be some similarity between God and creation, since every cause leaves a 
likeness of itself in its effect. Consider for example a footprint in the sand; the 
footprint bears a likeness of the foot that left it;  

 
8. In a similar way, we can speak of an analogical connection between medicine and 

health: medicine gives health and is healthy; medicine (or food) is not healthy in the 
same way that a person who takes that medicine (or food) is said to be healthy; the 
two are analogically related;  

 
9. See also Apophatic Language*.  
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Analytic Philosophy 
[noun phrase; analytic on its own is the adjective; analytically is the adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. Also sometimes Analytical Philosophy;  
 

2. A kind of Philosophy* popular in Britain and the United States;  
 

3. A method of philosophy which is focussed on logic and language and which 
became dominant in the 20th century (especially in the West);  

 
4. Analytic Philosophy is concerned with coming up with a system to determine how 

statements can be meaningful. Most analytical philosophers think that language is 
only meaningful if it can be verified in some concrete way, such as through 
Empiricism* or Analytic Statements*;  

 
5. The mathematician and philosopher Gottlob Frege (1848-1925) is considered the 

founder of analytic philosophy. Frege was interested in finding patterns in logic 
that would make philosophical arguments not just convincing but also 
mathematically demonstrable;  

 
6. Many analytic philosophers, such as Bertrand Russell (1872-1970) and A. J. Ayer 

(1910-1989) have been committed to the idea behind the Verification Principle* or 
the belief that only the natural sciences can provide us with certainty or truth;  

 
7. See also Logical Positivism*;  

 
8. See also Religious Language*;  

 
9. See also Scientism*.  
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Analytic Statement 
[noun phrase; analytic on its own is the adjective; analytically is the adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. A kind of statement (proposition);  
 

2. A statement which is A Priori*;  
 

3. A statement which is true in itself;  
 

4. A statement which is self-evident;  
 

5. A statement in which the predicate is contained in or suggested by the subject of 
the sentence—as in “bachelors (subject) are unmarried men (Predicate*).”  

 
6. A statement which is impossible to deny without forming a contradiction;  

 
7. A statement which is verified or falsified independent of experience;  

 
8. Used in contrast to Synthetic Statement*;  

 
9. See also A Posteriori*;  

 
10. See also Demonstration*.  
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Anthropic Principle 
[philosophical theory about the nature of the universe] 
 
 
 
 

1. Also, Anthropic Coincidence, Fine Tuning;  
 

2. The term can be confusing because it has been used in many different ways; for our 
purposes, we will assume the Anthropic Principle to be the belief that our universe is 
finely tuned to support life and that this fact is evidence for, or at least suggestive of, 
an intelligent designer;  

 
3. All of the conditions of the universe are friendly to life and human life in particular;  

 
4. At the Big Bang, the conditions were such that all the physical constants 

necessary for life to flourish were present or prepared;  
 

5. Had the forces, laws or chemical conditions of our universe been even slightly 
different than they are, no life as we know it would have emerged;  

 
6. Philosophers such as William Lane Craig (b. 1949) and Richard Swinburne (b. 

1934) have argued that such anthropic coincidences are suggestive of an 
intelligent designer;  

 
7. American philosopher, Quentin Smith (b. 1952) has argued that the anthropic 

principle is undermined by the problem of Evil*;  
 

8. Physicist, Victor J. Stenger (b. 1935) has argued that the anthropic argument is 
fallacious since it assumes carbon-based life forms are the only possible life forms; 
we have no way of telling whether or not under different conditions another form of 
life might have emerged;  

 
9. See also Design Argument*;  

 
10. See also Multiverse Theory*.  
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Anthropomorphism 
[abstract noun; anthropomorphic is the adjective; anthropomorphically is the adverb; 
anthropomorphize is the verb] 
 
 
 
 

1. Attributing human qualities to non-human realities;  
 

2. Attributing human qualities to God*;  
 

3. When we describe God as having human qualities and attributes (such as hands, 
eyes, kindness, knowledge, etc) we are anthropomorphising God: giving him 
human qualities he does not have (even the word ‘he’ used of God is 
anthropomorphic, since God is not limited by human gender);  

 
4. The problem with anthropomorphising God is that we run the risk of not 

describing God at all but simply a giant version of a human being;  
 

5. But then the challenge for philosophers and theologians is how can we talk about 
God and spiritual realities meaningfully without referring to human experience?  

 
6. Various solutions have been put forward to the problem of 

anthropomorphising God;  
 

7. See Apophatic Language*;  
 

8. See also Equivocal and Univocal*;  
 

9. See also Philosophy of Religion*.  
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Apophatic Language 
[noun phrase; apophatic on its own is the adjective; apophatically is the adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. Language of negation or cancellation;  
 

2. To understand what something is by describing what it is not;  
 

3. A way to talk about God*;  
 

4. A term in the philosophy of Religious Language*;  
 

5. One of the problems facing the use of human language to talk about God is that 
our language is finite while God is infinite. How then can we speak of God in a 
meaningful way?  

 
6. One of the solutions to this problem was a philosophical and theological movement 

called the Via Negativa—or ‘Negative Way’ (but don’t understand negative in this 
sense as being pessimistic: negative here means negation, or cancelling-out);  

 
7. For example, to speak of God as being infinite is to speak of God negatively: to 

say what God is not: God is not finite;  
 

8. An early 5th century thinker called Pseudo-Dionysius wrote that God is not good or 
just because God is so far beyond what we can think of when we think of being 
good or just;  

 
9. St Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) subscribed to the apophatic or negative way. He 

said that we can learn positive things about God by understanding what he is not. 
Just as we can learn something about a caper bud by learning that it is not a 
vegetable. In a similar sort of way can we learn something about God by 
understanding that he is not simply good in the same way that we think of good;  

 
10. See also Analogical Language*.  
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A posteriori 
[Latin, compound adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. Latin for ‘what comes after’;  
 

2. A kind of reasoning; a type of knowledge;  
 

3. A method of Justification*;  
 

4. In contrast to A priori* reasoning;  
 

5. Knowledge gained from direct experience;  
 

6. A posteriori reasoning is based on sense experience; for example, the observation 
that crows are black is an a posteriori observation: it is an conclusion that ‘comes 
after’ the experience of observing many crows;  

 
7. Unlike a priori reasoning, a posteriori reasoning does not necessarily yield certainty, 

but rather possibility or at best, probability. From the observation that every crow I 
have ever seen is black, I can reasonably conclude that by nature all or at least 
nearly all crows are black. However, this conclusion is not absolutely certain, but 
only likely;  

 
8. In a posteriori reasoning, we begin with the effect and work our way back to the 

cause (this is the method, for example, of the Cosmological Argument*);  
 

9. See also Induction*;  
 

10.See also Synthetic*. 
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A priori 
[Latin, compound adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. Latin for, ‘what comes before’;  
 

2. A kind of reasoning; a type of knowledge;  
 

3. A method of Justification*;  
 

4. In contrast to A priori* reasoning;  
 

5. Inference from a general law to a particular instance; valid independently of 
observation;  

 
6. Knowledge gained from reasoning alone and not from any reliance on sense 

experience. For example, one does not need any experience of a bachelor to know 
that bachelors are, by definition, unmarried;  

 
7. A priori reasoning is not based on study or examination of physical evidence but on 

the nature of the argument itself. For example, in the argument all of X is in B, and 
all of B is contained in Q, I can conclude—a priori—that all of X must also be in Q. I 
can draw this conclusion without any sense experience of what X, B or Q might 
mean; the conclusion is drawn from each Premise*;  

 
8. See also Analytic*;  

 
9. See also Axiom*;  

 
10. See also Deduction*.  
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Argument from Reason 
[philosophical theory about the existence of God*] 
 
 
 
 

1. An argument for the existence of God*;  
 

2. An argument related to the Design Argument*;  
 

3. Also called the ‘Argument from Consciousness’;  
 

4. An argument against Naturalism*;  
 

5. The argument is based on the premise that naturalism or Materialism* implies that 
the universe has been produced by non-intelligent forces. But if this is true—that 
our own reason is the product of non-reasoning forces—then there is no guarantee 
that our own reason is reliable;  

 
6. The argument was made most famously by C. S. Lewis (1898-1963) in chapter 3 of 

his book, Miracles (1960) who described the existence of human reason in the 
universe as being the “cardinal difficulty of naturalism”. For if human reason is not 
caused by any ultimate Reason, we have no grounds for holding our own reason as 
being reliable. But if reason is not reliable, then arguments against God (such as 
naturalistic arguments) are likewise not reliable;  

 
7. See also Anthropic Principle*;  

 
8. See also Aesthetic Principle*;  

 
9. See also Cause*.  
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Atheism 
[abstract noun; atheist is the concrete noun; atheistic is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. The rejection of Theism*;  
 

2. The rejection of belief in God* or gods;  
 

3. Anthony Flew (b. 1923) draws a distinction between strong (sometimes 
called positive) and weak (or negative) atheism;  

 
4. Strong atheism is the belief that God (or gods) does not exist; a strong atheist may 

believe that not only does God not exist, that it may be possible to logically 
demonstrate that non-existence;  

 
5. Weak atheism is the absence of belief in God (or gods);  

 
6. Weak atheism should not be confused with Agnosticism*;  

 
7. Notable atheists in philosophy have included David Hume, Bertrand Russell, A. J. 

Ayer, Gilbert Ryle and John Mackie (see Key Philosophers) and Anthony Flew 
(although Flew has recently expressed an interest in Deism*);  

 
8. See also Evidentialism*;  

 
9. See also Materialism*;  

 
10. See also Monism*;  

 
11. See also Naturalism*;  

 
12. See also Scepticism*.  
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Axiom 
[noun; axiomatic is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. A self-evident truth;  
 

2. A Premise* that does not need to be proven because it is necessarily 
true;  

 
3. A claim not subject to Proof*;  

 
4. If everything had to be proven, it would be impossible to proceed in knowledge. 

Imagine an argument in which every statement had to be proven: we would end up 
in an Infinite Regress* of proofs;  

 
5. Most of us accept certain things for the sake of the argument, even if they are not 

logically necessary. For example, you might be willing to accept in an argument the 
claim that everyone has thought about the meaning of God* at some time or 
another, even though such a claim is not demonstrable;  

 
6. But an axiomatic claim is taken to be logically necessary;  

 
7. For example, the claim that ‘no part is greater than its whole’ is axiomatic, as is 

‘nothing can be and not be at the same time in respect to the same thing’ (in 
other words, you cannot be sitting and not sitting at the same time);  

 
8. René Descartes (1596-1650) wanted to build his philosophy on certain 

axiomatic principles, hence his famous “Cogito ergo sum*”.  
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Blik 
[philosophical theory about knowledge] 
 
 
 
 

1. A term coined by British philosopher, R. M Hare (1919-2002);  
 

2. A term used by Hare in response to Antony Flew (b. 1923) and his  
 

Falsification Principle* (in New Essays in Philosophical Theology, 1955);  
 

3. A way of looking at the world;  
 

4. A mental ‘filter’ or frame of reference;  
 

5. An attitude to the world that affects the way in which you judge things;  
 

6. A religious disposition or attitude;  
 

7. Hare argues that we don’t approach the religious beliefs in a purely detached sort 
of way; each one of us has a blik, a way of looking at the world and evaluating data. 
For some of us, our bliks are religious; for others, they are non-religious. It is 
through these subconscious bliks that we evaluate religious claims—often without 
knowing about the bliks that lie at the bottom of our judgements;  

 
 

8. Someone with an atheistic blik, for example, will likely approach every religious 
question with scepticism; this will become the filter through which every claim is 
evaluated;  

 
9. See also Parable of the Invisible Gardener*.  
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Bundle Theory 
[physicalist theory about the mind and human person as a whole] 
 
 
 
 

1. A theory of David Hume (1711-1776);  
 

2. The theory that the mind is nothing more than a collection of perceptions;  
 

3. The human person is a collection of all their physical qualities;  
 

4. Bundle Theory holds that things in general are the sum of their attributes and 
nothing more;  

 
5. For example, an apple is a collection of its qualities of round, sweet, red, etc; 

there is no apple Substance* in which these qualities ‘inhere’ (subsist or 
reside);  

 
6. In his Treatise of Human Nature, Hume writes that people “are nothing but a 

bundle or collection of different perceptions, which succeed each other with an 
inconceivable rapidity, and are in a perpetual flux and movement”;  

 
7. Bundle theory is opposed to Cartesian Dualism* and theories of the Soul*;  

 
8. The theory holds that there is no such thing as “I” or “personal identity” 

independent of this collection of qualities;  
 

9. See also Hard Problem of Consciousness*;  
 

10. See also Monism*.  
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Cartesian Dualism 
[noun phrase; Cartesian by itself is an adjective which refers to the thought of René 
Descartes] 
 
 
 
 

1. The theory that the human person is composed of a non-conscious material part 
(the body) and conscious non-material part (the Soul*);  

 
2. One of the ways in which Descartes controversially attempts to prove the existence 

of the soul is by appealing to Leibniz’s Law of Indiscernibles*:  
 

P1: the doubting of my body does not involve a logical contradiction; 
 

P2: the doubting of my consciousness does involve a logical contradiction 
(since doubting is a conscious activity); 

 
P3: The body and the conscience possess different properties (the ability to 
doubt one and not the other) 

 
P4: Therefore, the body and consciousness are not the same. 

 
3. The Christian view that the human person is composed of body and soul is 

sometimes thought to be based on Cartesian Dualism; whereas in fact, many 
Christian philosophers have relied more on the notion of Hylomorphism*.  

 
4. Gilbert Ryle (1900-1976) likened belief in Cartesian Dualism as being like a belief in 

a “Ghost in the machine*”; such a belief, that the body is animated by some 
invisible, intangible entity, is meaningless Ryle maintained. 

 
5. See also Category Mistake*.  
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Category Mistake 
[philosophical theory about the body/mind problem] 
 
 
 
 

1. Term coined by Gilbert Ryle (1900-1976) in his 1949 book, The Concept of 
Mind;  

 
2. Also known as ‘Category Error’;  

 
3. With reference to Cartesian Dualism*, which holds that the body and mind are two 

separate entities;  
 

4. A ‘category mistake’ or ‘category error’ occurs when one attributes a property to a 
thing which could not possibly have that property;  

 
5. For example, “the angry clouds”—while metaphorically or poetically meaningful has 

no literal meaning or no correspondence to reality;  
 

6. Think of a kettle boiling; one could explain the boiling kettle in terms of molecules 
and energy; one could also explain it in terms of wanting to have a cup of tea. The 
two different ‘categories’ of explaining the boiling kettle do not in fact explain two 
different events; to speak of them in this way would be a category error;  

 
7. Gilbert Ryle maintains that to speak of the mind as being distinct from the body is 

to make such a category error: mind and body are simply two modes of one being;  
 

8. See also Ghost in the Machine*;  
 

9. See also Parable of the Invisible Gardener*;  
 

10.See also Soul*. 
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Causa Sui 
[Latin phrase] 
 
 
 
 

1. Literally, ‘self-caused’;  
 

2. Not caused by anything other than itself;  
 

3. A term applied to God*;  
 

4. Baruch (or Benedict) Spinoza (1632-1677) used this term to describe God who 
is, according to his philosophy, ‘self-caused’;  

 
5. Describing God as being self-caused is, however, controversial. Suggesting that 

God is his own cause raises many problems. First of all, the term implies that God’s 
existence needs a cause—an idea that many philosophers, such as Thomas 
Aquinas (1225-1274) would reject;  

 
6. Secondly, Aquinas maintained that “nothing can be the efficient cause of itself” 

since then it would have to precede itself in being, which doesn’t make sense;  
 

7. Most theologians prefer the term, ‘Ipsum Esse’* to describe God rather than 
causa sui;  

 
8. See also Cause*;  

 
9. See also Unmoved Mover*.  
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Cause 
[concrete noun; causation is the abstract noun; caused is the passive adjective; 
causing is the active adjective; causally is the adverb] 
 
 
 

1. An explanatory reason for any event;  
 

2. An event or being which produces an effect;  
 

3. An event or being which is necessary for the coming into being of an effect;  
 

4. The reason for something’s existence;  
 

5. According to Aristotle (384-322 BC), there are four causes:  
 

(a) Material Cause: the ‘stuff’ a thing is composed of (wood is the material 
cause of a table);  

(b) Formal Cause: that which defines a thing (a table)  
(c) Efficient Cause: that which causes brings a thing into existence—or that 

which produces the formal cause out of the material (the table 
manufacturer or carpenter)  

(d) Final Cause: the purpose or sake for which a thing exists or the reason for 
a thing’s being (to eat or work on; to make the carpenter some money);  

 
6. Aquinas added a fifth cause to Aristotle’s four: the Exemplary Cause*, which 

explains the idea from which things come to be. In other words, there is an 
‘archetype’ or Form* of things which have not come about by chance;  

 
7. See also Cause ‘in esse’ and ‘in fieri’*;  

 
8. See also, Hume’s Theory of Causation*.  

 
9. See also Theory of Forms*. 
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Cause ‘in esse’ and ‘in fieri’ 
[noun phrases; also: causation in esse and causation in fieri] 
 
 
 
 

1. ‘In esse’ means ‘in act’; ‘in fieri’ means ‘becoming’  
 

2. A Cause* ‘in esse’ is a cause which is needed permanently in order to ‘hold’ 
its effect in existence;  

 
3. A cause ‘in fieri’ is a cause which starts off its effect, but then is no longer needed 

for the effect to continue;  
 

4. An example of a cause in esse is the tree that causes its shadow; the shadow is 
caused in esse by the tree. Once the tree is removed, the shadow is also removed;  

 
5. An example of a cause in fieri is the relationship between a child and its parents. 

The parents are the cause in fieri of the child: the child can continue to exist even 
if the parents should die;  

 
6. An in esse cause does not need to exist in Time*, while an in fieri cause does exist 

in time; for example, ‘existence’ does not exist in time, but it is the cause in esse of 
all things in time; on the other hand, the first in a sequence in time (in fieri) must 
also exist in time, such as the first in a series of falling dominoes;  

 
7. British philosopher, Frederick Copleston, used the distinction between in esse and 

in fieri to explain the sort of cause Aquinas is talking about in his ‘five ways’: 
Aquinas’ First Cause is a cause in esse;  

 
8. See also Unmoved Mover*.  
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Cogito ergo sum 
[Latin phrase] 
 
 
 
 

1. “I think, therefore I am”;  
 

2. A famous phrase by the philosopher René Descartes (1596-1650);  
 

3. Descartes wanted to build a system of philosophy that was totally reliable. The 
only way he could do that he thought was to build a philosophy step by step on 
certain Premises*. The “Cogito” was to be the first premise in his philosophy;  

 
4. How can I be sure that reality exists? I can doubt everything, said Descartes—

except one thing: I cannot doubt that I am thinking; to doubt that I am thinking 
would involve a contradiction in terms, since doubting is a thinking activity;  

 
5. Since I know that I am thinking, I know that I must exist...because thinking 

presupposes existence: I think, therefore I am;  
 

6. From this fact, that I exist, I can also deduce the clear, innate idea of God’s 
existence. From this principle, Descartes gave his own version of the Ontological 
Argument*;  

 
7. There has been some criticism of the cogito and whether or not it is valid 

Deduction*; however, perhaps a more important consideration is the influence the 
philosophy of Descartes’ has had on Western thought. Descartes is, with good 
reason, considered the ‘Father of the Enlightenment*’; his philosophical system was 
to have enormous influence throughout Europe and beyond;  

 
8. See also Empiricism*;  

 
9. See also Innatism*;  

 
10.See also Rationalism*. 
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Complexity 
[noun; complex is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. “Intricate”, “Detailed”;  
 

2. Composed of many interlocking, working parts;  
 

3. A complex machine or organism is one which is made up of many functioning 
parts; the proper operation of such a machine or organism requires the proper 
functioning of all its parts;  

 
4. The term has many uses; in the Philosophy of Religion* it is used frequently in 

discussions surrounding the Design Argument;  
 

5. As an element of the Anthropic Principle*, complexity points to the fine tuning of 
the universe;  

 
6. American biochemist and Intelligent Design* advocate Michael Behe (b. 1952) has 

argued in his book, Darwin’s Black Box, for what he calls ‘irreducible complexity’. 
This theory holds that certain biological organisms are so complex that they could 
not have evolved since no one part of the organism can work without the whole 
being in place (such as the human eye);  

 
7. Richard Dawkins in his book, The God Delusion, has tried to discredit the concept 

of design through a Reductio ad Absurdum* which runs: if a complex universe 
requires an even more complex designer, then that complex designer requires a 
still-greater complex designer;  

 
8. Keith Ward, however, has pointed out that Dawkins fails to take into account the 

theory of Divine Simplicity*;  
 

9. See also Actual Infinite*.  
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Contingency 
[noun; contingent is the adjective; contingently is the adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. Not necessary;  
 

2. Something which may or may not exist;  
 

3. Something which depends on something else for its existence;  
 

4. An key concept in the Cosmological Argument*;  
 

5. Contingent things do not contain within themselves the reason for their own 
existence;  

 
6. In a famous BBC radio debate in 1948 with Bertrand Russell (1872-1970), 

Frederick Copleston SJ (1907-1994) argued that the universe is contingent and 
therefore requires a necessary explanation outside of itself;  

 
7. Russell’s reply to Copleston invoked the Verification Principle* that the concept of 

‘necessity’ only applies to propositions and not to things;  
 

8. See also Induction*;  
 

9. See also Necessity*;  
 

10.See also Modal Logic*. 
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Concept of Mind, The (1949) 
[Book] 
 
 
 
 

1. A book by Gilbert Ryle (1949);  
 

2. A book in which Ryle coins the phrases, Category Mistake* and  
 

Ghost in the Machine*;  
 

3. The main focus of the book is to address Cartesian Dualism* which Ryle 
thought was guilty of making a category mistake;  

 
4. Human language, argued Ryle, uses different levels or categories to talk about 

things in experience. For example, there is a logical order, a psychological order and 
a mythological order. But we must be careful about confusing these orders;  

 
5. The psychological order does not describe physical objects—but this does not 

mean that language in the psychological order describes realities independent of 
physical objects;  

 
6. There are, according to Ryle, only physical realities. We can talk about these 

realities in different ways, using different orders of language, but these orders all 
describe aspects of one reality;  

 
7. Ryle’s purpose in his book is not to “destroy” Cartesian dualism; Ryle did not think 

that Descartes had it all wrong. Rather, Ryle wanted to “relocate” Descartes’ ideas 
in their proper psychological order (see also Margaret Boden, Mind as Machine, Vol 
2, Page 1340);  

 
8. For Descartes, emotions and thoughts were indications of a non-physical order; 

Ryle argues that these are not descriptions of actual non-physical states but rather 
ways to describe human action, either possible or actual.  

 
9. See also Soul*.  
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Cosmological Argument 
[noun phrase; type of philosophical argument] 
 
 
 

1. A type of argument for the existence of God*;  
 

2. A type of argument relying on A Posteriori* reasoning;  
 

3. According to William Lane Craig, there are three types of cosmological 
argument:  

 
(a) That which argues against Infinite Regress* (Aquinas)  
(b) That which argues that whatever begins must have a cause (‘Kalam 

Cosmological Argument*)  
(c) That which argues on the Principle of Sufficient Reason* (Leibniz)  

 
4. The cosmological argument of St Thomas Aquinas is contained in the first three of 

his ‘five ways’ (Summa Theologica*); each of the three ways demonstrates that an 
infinite regress of (1) motion, (2) efficient causes and (3) contingent beings is not 
possible and that consequently, there must be an Unmoved Mover*, first efficient 
cause and necessary cause of the universe that exists Ipsum Esse Subsistens*; 

 
5. The Kalam cosmological argument holds that (1) whatever begins to exist has a 

cause; (2) the universe began to exist; (3) the universe has a cause; there can not be 
an infinite temporal regress of causes because an actual temporal infinite is not 
possible;  

 
6. According to Gottfried Leibniz (1646-1716), the universe does not contain within 

itself a sufficient explanation for its own existence; therefore, we must look outside 
of the universe for an explanation;  

 
7. See also Causation in esse and in fieri*;  

 
8. See also Design Argument*.  
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Counterfactual Argument 
[noun phrase; counterfactual on its own is the adjective; counterfactually is 
the adverb] 
 
 

1. In Philosophy*, a type of argument;  
 

2. An argument using a combination of “If” + “then” clauses;  
 

3. An argument which suggests that if the antecedent is true, then the consequent 
must likewise be true.  

 
4. Examples:  

 
(a) If it rains, then I will get wet.  

 
(b) If you are late, you will miss the train (notice how the word ‘then’ does not 

have to be present—it can be implied).  
 

5. The Ontological Argument* is sometimes characterised as a counterfactual in 
modern versions:  

 
(a) If God* has maximal perfection, then God has existence;  

 
(b) If total perfection includes existence, a totally perfect being exists.  

 
6. Notice how the truth of the above counterfactuals is not guaranteed in the 

statement; a counterfactual is not, by itself, logically necessary.  
 

7. However, a counterfactual can be made to be logically necessary if the antecedent 
and consequent are absolute or universal:  

 
(a) If A is not B, then B is not A;  

 
(b) If the cat is dead, then the cat is not alive  

 
8. See also Tautology*.  
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Critique of Pure Reason (1781) 
[Book] 
 
 
 
 

1. Book by Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) , published in 1781;  
 

2. Kant wanted to show that it is possible to know the relationship between 
Cause* and effect (Hume wasn’t optimistic about the possibility of showing this);  

 
3. But Kant realised cause and effect could not be demonstrated in a purely analytical 

or A priori* way, since Analytic* statements are tautological (see Tautology*) and tell 
us nothing new about the world;  

 
4. Kant also realised that we can’t rely on purely Synthetic* statements either—

because these must be verified by experience and one can’t verify cause and effect 
by experience (this was the problem Hume posed in the first place, so Kant was 
back to square one). Kant concluded the only way to be certain of things like cause 
and effect was to use synthetic a priori reasoning—a kind of blend between 
analytic and synthetic statements;  

 
5. In synthetic a priori reasoning, the mind puts order into experiences. For 

example, one cannot prove in an empirical way that time exists; but the passage 
of time is something that we understand intuitively—or in an a priori way. A sense 
of time is not given to us by things themselves; it is the mind that gives a sense 
of Time* to our life in the world.  

 
6. Our five senses introduce us to a world of chaotic impressions; it is our reason that 

orders these chaotic sights and sounds into an orderly form.  
 

7. For Kant, the relationship between cause and effect is a synthetic a priori: we 
experience things happening one after another; the mind understands in an a priori 
way that these events are linked.  
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Deduction 
[noun; deductive is the active adjective; deduced is the passive adjective; 
deductively is the adverb; deduce is the verb] 
 
 

1. A type of reasoning;  
 

2. A kind of argument which relies on A Priori* reasoning;  
 

3. An argument based on a set of premises which, if true, yield a certain 
conclusion;  

 
4. The nature of a deductive argument is such that the conclusion is evident from 

each Premise*, and no ‘outside’ information is required to complete the 
argument;  

 
5. A logical argument in which the conclusion is evident from the information 

provided, as in:  
 

(p1) All pigeons like Hovis; 
 

(p2) Harold is my pet pigeon; 
 

(C) Harold likes Hovis.  
 

1. In this example, (C) must be true if (p1) and (p2) are true (note: do not be confused 
by the fact that (p1) and (p2) are, alone, A Posteriori* statements: since all of our 
knowledge ultimately comes from experience, even deductive arguments need an 
a posteriori kick start! The conclusion, nonetheless, remains certain if and only if 
the premises are true. Compare with an inductive argument, in which the 
conclusion is not certain).  

 
2. See also Analytic*;  

 
3. See also Axiom*;  

 
4. See also Induction*;  
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Deism 
[abstract noun; deist is the concrete noun; deistic is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. Belief in a supreme being;  
 

2. Belief in a supreme being (or God*) without reliance on revelation or religious 
authority;  

 
3. Belief in a supreme being without necessarily accepting the qualities that are 

said of God in Christianity or Judaism (such as God of Omniscience, 
Omnipotence and Omnibenevolence*);  

 
4. Belief in a supreme being that has created the universe but who is not necessarily 

interested in the life of human beings after that;  
 

5. A deist is someone who is prepared to accept that there is some deity behind 
the universe, but who may also rejects organised religion;  

 
6. Deism was popular in the Enlightenment* era;  

 
7. Antony Flew, a well-known atheist philosopher, announced in 2004 that he had 

become a deist. One of the reasons Flew gave for his change of heart was the 
inability of Hume’s Theory of Causation* to explain the universe;  

 
8. See also Fideism*.  
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Demonstration 
[noun; demonstrated is the passive adjective; demonstrable is also a passive adjective 
and suggests potential to be demonstrated] 
 
 
 
 

1. A term in logic;  
 

2. An attempt to show or to prove;  
 

3. An formal argument;  
 

4. A term used by Aristotle (384-322 BC) and described in his book, Posterior 
Analytics;  

 
5. To show something to be true by following steps;  

 
6. To show something to be true through a Syllogism*;  

 
7. The purpose of a demonstration is to arrive at the knowledge of the Cause* for 

something. For Aristotle, we do not have knowledge of something until we 
understand it in reference to its causes: what makes it what it is. The use of cause 
here includes material, formal, efficient and final cause;  

 
8. See also Axiom*;  

 
9. See also Deduction*;  

 
10.See also Induction*; 

 
11.See also Necessary and Sufficient Conditions*. 
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Design Argument 
[noun phrase; also known as Teleological Argument or Final Cause Argument] 
 
 
 
 

1. A type of argument for the existence of God*;  
 

2. An argument which infers design from considering the design-like features of the 
universe;  

 
3. There are two main kinds of design argument:  

 
(1) Analogical Arguments. These rely on the comparison of the universe to a 

machine; a machine, like the universe, exhibits features consistent with 
design. In a similar way, the universe exhibits features likewise suggestive of 
design.  

 
(2) Final Cause Arguments. These arguments rely on the concept of final cause. 

Things in the universe work towards ends; there is a design-like feature in 
the way the universe operates.  

 
4. The most famous argument by analogy is the Watchmaker Analogy* by 

William Paley (1743-1805);  
 

5. The most famous proponent of the final cause argument is Thomas Aquinas (1225-
1274);  

 
6. Both kinds of design argument are often supported by the Anthropic Principle* 

(which argues that the world appears to be specially developed for human beings) 
and aesthetic arguments (which argue that beauty seems to do more for us than 
what evolution suggests) and fine tuning arguments (which suggest that if the 
conditions of the universe were even slightly different, the no life would be possible);  

 
7. Design arguments should not be confused with the Intelligent Design movement, 

which attempts to disprove evolution. One can be a supporter of both teleological 
arguments and evolution.  
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Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion (1779) 
[Book] 
 
 
 
 

1. A book by David Hume (1711-1776) published in 1779;  
 

2. A book which explores themes in the Philosophy of Religion*;  
 

3. The book is written as a discussion between three characters: Cleanthes, Demea 
and Philo. Their objective is to try and find out if there is any Justification* for 
believing in God*;  

 
4. Philo and Demea argue that God is beyond human understanding;  

 
5. Cleanthes suggests that God can indeed be known through reasoning and he 

attempts to show this by arguing a form of the Design Argument*;  
 

6. Cleanthes’ argument is that the universe resembles a designed machine and 
that therefore we can deduce that the universe is designed;  

 
7. Philo makes a strong argument against Cleanthes’ position (many scholars believe 

that Philo represents Hume’s own position); in Part II of the Dialogues, Philo argues 
that analogies only work between like things within our experience. For example, in 
can be inferred reasonably from the experience that fire is hot—an experience I have 
had umpteen times—that other fires will likewise be hot; but the more we move 
away from experience, the weaker analogies become; we can infer that since frogs 
and fishes have circulation, other animals will too; and while this analogy does not 
totally guarantee us knowledge, it is by far stronger than any analogy that tries to 
compare the universe to a machine.  
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Divine Simplicity 
[philosophical theory about the nature of God*] 
 
 
 
 

1. A description of God*;  
 

2. A theory popular in Scholasticism*;  
 

3. A description of God by Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) in his  
 

Summa Theologica*;  
 

4. The theory holds that God is totally simple in his essence. This means that there 
are no parts in God as there are for example in people. God’s attributes (such as 
Omniscience, Omnipotence and Omnibenevolence*) are equal to his being;  

 
5. Consider a tree: you can break it down into innumerable parts, starting with the 

branches, leaves, bark, etc. The tree is the sum of its parts. But in God, there is 
nothing to break down: God is not a being made up of parts;  

 
6. Consider again my foot is part of me, but it is not me as such; so humans are 

complex, because they are composed of parts. There are however no parts to 
God; the distinction we make between God’s love and justice are just ways of 
talking to aid human understanding; but in reality, God is one being with no 
divisible parts: God is totally simple;  

 
7. The theory of Divine Simplicity follows from the idea of Infinity*: nothing with parts 

can be an Actual Infinite*;  
 

8. Divine Simplicity provides an answer to those who try to argue that God must be 
more complex that creation (see Complexity*);  

 
9. See also Design Argument*.  
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Dualism 
[abstract noun; dualist is the concrete noun; dualistic is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. From Latin root ‘duo’, meaning ‘two’;  
 

2. Belief in two opposing or distinct principles;  
 

3. Dualism can refer to a number of philosophical positions. In reference to the 
Philosophy of Religion*, there are two main kinds of dualism:  

 
(1)The belief that the human person is composed of a material and non-

material part (see Cartesian Dualism*); 
 

(2)The belief that there are two opposing principles or deities in the universe: 
good and evil (see Zoroastrianism*); 

 
1. Neither kind of dualism necessarily presupposes a belief in God* as understood by 

classical Theism*; one can be both a dualist and at the same time not committed 
to any belief in a deity;  

 
2. See also Evil*;  

 
3. See also Hylomorphism*;  

 
4. See also Soul*.  
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Empiricism 
[abstract noun; empiricist is the concrete noun; empirical is the adjective; 
empirically is the adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. A philosophical position;  
 

2. An Epistemological* theory;  
 

3. The Philosophy* that became popular in the Enlightenment* period. Simply put, 
empiricism is the belief that all knowledge originates from sense experience and 
that sense experience is the only way to gain knowledge;  

 
4. The belief that the only the physical sciences (chemistry, physics, biology, 

astronomy, etc) are able to provide reliable source of information about reality;  
 

5. For anything to be knowledge, it has to be verified or verifiable by one or more of 
our five senses;  

 
6. John Locke (1632-1704) George Berkeley (1685-1753), and David Hume (1711-

1776) are considered the most important of the British Empiricists;  
 

7. Locke held that we all come into the world as a ‘Tabula Rasa*’: a blank slate, on 
which our sense experience with the world imprints knowledge;  

 
8. Hume, unsurprisingly, rejected the idea that there was any such thing as true A 

Priori* knowledge. In fact, empiricists such as Hume in general will reject the 
possibility of anything which cannot be empirically tested as counting for 
knowledge;  

 
9. Empiricism is often contrasted with Rationalism*;  

 
10. See also Justification*;  

 
11. See also Pragmatism*.  
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Enlightenment 
[Historical/Philosophical period] 
 
 
 
 

1. Historical period of philosophy from (roughly) 1650-1850 AD;  
 

2. A period of philosophy which is characterised by an emphasis on reason as 
opposed to authority;  

 
3. Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) , for example, wrote that before the Enlightenment 

period, people mindlessly followed religious doctrines without thinking for 
themselves; Enlightenment thinkers, according to Kant, are people who can think 
for themselves without relying on authority to give them answers to life;  

 
4. For this reason, Enlightenment thinkers—in general—reject all forms of 

organised religion;  
 

5. René Descartes is often called the ‘Father of the Enlightenment’ since his 
philosophy and Cogito ergo sum* are considered foundational to the 
Enlightenment period;  

 
6. The period can be divided roughly into two schools of thought: Empiricism* (John 

Locke, David Hume) which held that all knowledge was derived from sense 
experience; and Rationalism* (René Descartes, Immanuel Kant, Gottfried Leibniz), 
which held that key elements of knowledge were gained through reason 
independent of experience;  

 
7. See also Idealism*;  

 
8. See also Innatism*;  

 
9. See also Scholasticism*.  
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Epistemology 
[noun; epistemologist is the concrete noun; epistemological is the adjective; 
epistemologically is the adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. From Greek, episteme, meaning knowledge;  
 

2. The theory of knowledge;  
 

3. The branch of philosophy which studies human understanding: what does it mean 
“to know” something? How is knowledge different from a mere opinion? These 
sorts of questions do not always have a straightforward answer and there is much 
debate as to how these questions should be answered;  

 
4. Epistemology seeks to understand when, if ever, and under what conditions we 

are justified in claiming that something is ‘known’ (see Justification*);  
 

5. The study of the meaning of the terms, Proof* and Validity* and related concepts 
of human understanding;  

 
6. See also Faith and Reason*;  

 
7. See also Innatism*;  

 
8. See also Necessary and Sufficient Conditions*;  

 
9. See also Rationalism*;  

 
10.See also Scepticism*; 

 
11.See also Tabula Rasa*; 

 
12.See also Theory of Forms*. 
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Equivocal and Univocal 
[adjectives; equivocation and univocation are the nouns; equivocally and univocally are 
the adverbs] 
 
 
 
 

1. Terms in Religious Language*;  
 

2. Equivocal means non-identical meaning;  
 

3. Univocal means identical meaning;  
 

4. To use a word in an equivocal way means to use it with different meanings; for 
example, ‘tree’ is used equivocally in the between family tree and apple tree;  

 
5. To use a word in a univocal way means to use it with a consistent meaning as in: 

the man in the grey suit and the man sitting next to him;  
 

6. In the philosophy of religion, there is a debate about how we might talk of God*: 
when I say that God is “good”, does the word apply univocally to me and God or 
equivocally? If the term is univocal, are we then guilty of Anthropomorphism*? But if 
purely equivocally, how can our talk about God be meaningful?  

 
7. Duns Scotus (1266-1308) argued that the terms we use to describe God must be 

univocal with the way we use them to describe things in experience, otherwise we 
could never say anything meaningful about God;  

 
8. St Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) on the other hand argued that neither term 

explains how we can talk about God meaningfully. His solution was to defend a 
kind of language called Analogical Language*;  

 
9. See also Faith and Reason*.  
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Eschatological Verification 
[philosophical theory about knowledge and Justification*] 
 
 
 
 

1. Theory of philosopher, John Hick;  
 

2. Theory presented in Hick’s book, Faith and Knowledge* (1957);  
 

3. The theory that something can be verified only if it is true, but not falsifiable if it is 
not true;  

 
4. The theory is related to the question of the existence of God* and the Afterlife*;  

 
5. ‘Eschatological’ refers to the end of time, death and judgement and humankind’s 

ultimate destiny beyond the grave (from eschatology, the study or branch of 
theology concerned with such things);  

 
6. If there is an afterlife, Hick maintains that this fact will be affirmed if and when it 

happens (and if it does not, no one will be any the wiser anyway);  
 

7. Hick highlights the point with a parable of two people—a theist and an atheist—
walking along a road; the theist believes that there is a heavenly city at the end of 
the road, while the atheist does not. If they reach such a destination, the theist’s 
view will be verified; if there is no destination, they will keep walking till they die and 
never be any the wiser;  

 
8. While this may seem too obvious to be of any use, the theory was developed in 

response to the claim (primarily of Karl Popper and Antony Flew) that in order to 
be meaningful, a claim had to be ‘falsifiable’ (see Falsification*). Eschatological 
Verification satisfies this requirement;  

 
9. However, some argue the theory results in Agnosticism* towards the question of 

the afterlife, taking a ‘wait-and-see’ approach; it doesn’t help us here and now.  
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Evidence 
[noun; evidential is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. Proof*;  
 

2. Compelling reasons;  
 

3. Good reason to believe in something or hold a claim as being reliable or true;  
 

4. In the Philosophy of Religion*, what should count as evidence is not always an 
easy thing to establish;  

 
5. The theory of evidence is a problem for Epistemology*: how can we be sure when 

we have knowledge of something?  
 

6. Our attitude to what might be called evidence is also coloured by our attitudes; 
one person might be willing to accept something as evidence while another 
person may reject the same thing as being insufficient evidence. Who is to decide 
what counts for satisfactory evidence?  

 
7. Consider for example the Cosmological Argument*; William Lane Craig (b. 1949) 

would argue that there is sufficient evidence to establish the reliability of the 
argument while William L. Rowe (b. 1931) would argue the opposite point of view;  

 
8. A related question is one of the burden of proof: in an argument or disagreement, 

on whom should the burden of proof rest? Who is responsible for showing a claim 
to be true or false?  

 
9. In reference to the existence of God*, who has the burden of proof to provide the 

evidence: the theist or the atheist?  
 

10. See also Eschatological Verification*;  
 

11. See also Evidentialism*.  
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Evidentialism 
[abstract noun; evidentialist is the concrete noun and adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. Belief based on evidence;  
 

2. The theory that a claim is only meaningful if it can be supported by empirical 
evidence (see Empiricism*);  

 
3. A philosophy based on the idea that it is only reasonable to hold those views for 

which there is sufficient evidence;  
 

4. Belief in proposition P is only justified if subject S has sufficient evidence to 
support P;  

 
5. In his essay Theology and Falsification*, Antony Flew (b. 1923) held an 

evidentialist view towards the existence of God, insisting that belief in God would 
only be justified if and only if there was sufficient evidence to support belief in his 
existence, which he maintained there is not.  

 
6. A criticism of evidentialism is that one can be justified in holding a belief with little or 

no evidence at all (at least no apparent evidence or evidence that is not subjective); 
for example, I believe that I will try my hand at writing a poem on ducks later in the 
day even though I have never written a poem before. Such a belief is not unjustified 
but neither is it supported by any empirical evidence;  

 
7. See also I and Thou*;  

 
8. See also Parable of the Invisible Gardener*;  

 
9. See also Scepticism*.  
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Evil 
[noun and adjective] 
 
 

1. The absence of good;  
 

2. Two types of evil are usually identified: moral evil and natural evil.  
 

(a) Moral evil is the bad things that people do;  
 

(b) Natural evil a label given to any natural event that is unpleasant or 
harmful to humans (like earthquakes and volcanic eruptions) and their 
interests;  

 
3. Philosophers have long debated the nature of evil: what is it? Is it actually 

something?  
 

4. St Augustine of Hippo (354-430 AD) argued that evil was not something but rather 
a privation or absence of being—a lack of the good;  

 
5. St Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) picked up on this point of Augustine’s and argued 

that evil lacks Existence and Essence*. Evil is not a thing; it is not a Substance*. 
Rather, evil is the absence of the good just as cold is the absence of heat or 
blindness is the absence of sight;  

 
6. Despite this explanation, the experience of evil poses a challenge to the theist who 

believe in an all-loving and all-powerful God*;  
 

7. The experience of evil is often cited as being the strongest evidence against the 
existence of God; theists argue in response that evil is a guarantee of freewill. This is 
known as the Freewill Defence*.  

 
8. See also Higher Order defence*;  

 
9. See also Soul-Making*;  

 
10. See also Theodicy*.  
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Exemplary Cause 
[philosophical theory about the nature of God*] 
 
 
 
 

1. Plan or idea;  
 

2. The model or pattern from which something is produced;  
 

3. The creative idea of God* which has produced the universe;  
 

4. Anything that is made by an intelligent being begins with a plan or an idea—for 
example, an architect’s drawings are the plan or model from which a house is built;  

 
5. Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) added this, the exemplary cause, as the fifth Cause* 

after Aristotle’s four (material, formal, efficient and final);  
 

6. According to Aquinas, the exemplary cause of the universe is God’s creative 
power—or God’s ‘thought’;  

 
7. When a carpenter makes a chair, he has the idea of the chair in mind before he 

begins to make the physical object. The chair he makes is a copy, in a sense, of 
the carpenter’s idea. In the same way, the universe is a copy of God’s creative 
idea;  

 
8. See also Cause in esse and in fieri*;  

 
9. See also Cosmological Argument*.  
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Existence and Essence 
[nouns; existing and essential are the adjectives] 
 
 
 
 

1. The fact and way of existing;  
 

2. Existence as distinguished from essence;  
 

3. Existence is that a thing is;  
 

4. Essence is what a thing is;  
 

5. A thing can have essence without existence. For example, a unicorn has essence 
in the sense that we can talk about what it is; but this fact does not guarantee its 
existence;  

 
6. For Aristotle (384-322 BC) and Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274), existence means 

‘actualisation’; in other words, when something moves from potency to act it 
moves from non-being to being—or existence;  

 
7. For many Enlightenment philosophers, such as David Hume and Immanuel Kant 

(1724-1804), the idea of existence doesn’t add anything to our idea of something. 
Consider for example the idea of a Big Ben; adding that Big Ben exists doesn’t 
add anything to the concept of Big Ben;  

 
8. Some philosophers, such as Hume and Kant, treat existence as little more than a 

grammatical term or ‘copula’ (linking verb) in a sentence; however, in 
Scholasticism*, and for thinkers such as Anselm, ‘existence’ is in fact a mode of 
being;  

 
9. See also Ontological Argument*;  

 
10. See also Substance*.  
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Existence of God, The (1979) 
[Book] 
 
 
 
 

1. A book by British philosopher of religion, Richard Swinburne (b. 1934) first 
published in 1979 and with a new edition in 2004;  

 
2. A book which sets out various arguments for the existence of  

 
God*;  

 
3. Swinburne’s aim is not simply to prove the existence of God: he realises that this is 

a problematic project; rather, his aim is to show that belief in God is reasonable, 
and that the existence of God provides a better explanation for the existence of the 
universe than no God at all; in this respect, Swinburne’s project is somewhat 
similar to the objective of the Victorious Modal Argument*;  

 
4. Swinburne rejects A Priori* arguments for the existence of God— such as the 

Ontological Argument*. These, he argues, are “mere philosophers arguments” and 
do not appeal to ordinary people’s thoughts and experiences about the world;  

 
5. Swinburne is more interested in arguments that appeal to people’s sense about the 

world, arguments which are related to experience. For this reason, Swinburne 
prefers a posteriori* arguments for the existence of God—arguments drawn from 
experience;  

 
6. The book introduces the Principle of Credulity* in support of the argument from 

Religious Experience*;  
 

7. The book covers the problem of evil, the teleological and cosmological 
arguments as well as arguments from history and religious experience.  
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Ex Nihilo 
[Latin phrase; philosophical theory about the nature of the universe] 
 
 
 
 

1. Creatio ex nihilo, which means ‘creation from nothing’;  
 

2. The term is used to refer to the creation of the universe from nothing;  
 

3. Since nothing can create itself ‘ex nihilo’ many philosophers have argued that the 
universe—which appears to have been produced ‘ex nihilo’—requires a Cause* 
outside of space and Time*;  

 
4. The concept of ex nihilo creation has given rise to various forms of the 

Cosmological Argument*, especially the Kalam Cosmological Argument*;  
 

5. Some philosophers have tried to argue that there is no evidence that the universe is 
creatio ex nihilo and therefore is no Justification* for speculating about a cause to be 
found outside of the universe;  

 
6. See also Causa Sui*;  

 
7. See also Ipsum Esse*;  

 
8. See also Unmoved Mover*.  
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Faith and Knowledge (1957) 
[Book] 
 
 
 
 

1. Book by philosopher of religion, John Hick (b. 1922) first published in 
1957;  

 
2. A book concerned with Epistemology*;  

 
3. All knowledge comes from a person’s experience of the world;  

 
4. Hick argues that there is no real distinction between religious knowing and 

other kinds of everyday knowing (in contrast to Wittgenstein—see Language 
Games*);  

 
5. Hick is more interested in religious belief and religious knowledge as a lived 

experience rather than as a set of detached ideas or propositions;  
 

6. “It is people who are rational or irrational” Hick says, not simply ideas; so when we 
evaluate the meaningfulness of a claim, it is not simply a matter of examining the 
claim itself but rather considering the claim in the context of a person’s life 
experience;  

 
7. One cannot detach a belief about God from the totality of one’s life experiences; 

belief in God is not just an idea. It flows from an understanding of life itself, and all 
the experiences a person has in life;  

 
8. Hick uses the expression ‘Experiencing-as’ to describe how each one of us 

brings a unique set of experiences to our view of the world. In this, Hick is 
developing an expression of Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951): Seeing-as*.  

 
9. See also, Eschatological Verification*.  
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Faith and Reason 
[nouns; faithful and reasonable are the adjectives, but they do not have the same 
connotation as implied in the noun as it is used in philosophy] 
 
 
 

1. Two ways of ‘knowing’;  
 

2. There is much discussion in philosophy about the relationship between faith 
and reason;  

 
3. Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) held that (as do most theistic scholars in 

general) faith and reason are complementary;  
 

4. Faith is a kind of knowledge of things not accessible to the senses;  
 

5. Reason is knowledge of logic and things accessible to the sense;  
 

6. The Logical Positivists* rejected the idea that there could be any kind of faith-
knowledge at all because they held that only things which could be verified by 
empirical science, mathematics or logic could be known;  

 
7. Fideism* is the belief that faith alone is the foundation of all knowledge or that 

faith is superior to knowledge;  
 

8. Paul Tillich (1886-1965) in his book Dynamics of Faith (1957) held that faith was all 
about “ultimate concern” for the human condition and human destiny. Such an 
ultimate concern may or may not be for God and the afterlife; but all of us commit 
ourselves to what we think is most important in life, whether it be family, work or 
God. Our reason is at work in identifying what is of ultimate concern; we throw 
ourselves at this concern with our will, doubts, reason and emotions, too. So the 
relationship of faith and reason is not simply a mental act: it is a dynamic of the 
whole person.  

 
9. See also Empiricism*;  

 
10.See also Faith and Knowledge*. 
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Fallacy of Composition 
[noun phrase; fallacious by itself is the adjective; fallaciously is the adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. An error in reasoning;  
 

2. The mistake of equating a part with the whole;  
 

3. Thinking that just because a part of an object has a certain quality, that therefore 
the whole object must have that quality;  

 
4. Confusing a part of a thing with the whole thing: “orange pips are sour, therefore 

oranges are sour”; “bones are brittle, therefore the human being is brittle”;  
 

5. David Hume (1711-1776) accuses the Cosmological Argument* of making such a 
fallacy: “Everything in the universe has a Cause*, therefore the universe as a whole 
has a cause” (however, at the same time it does not follow that since everything in 
the universe has a cause that the universe itself does not have a cause—and that 
argument can still be made on other grounds without committing the fallacy);  

 
6. A common error in philosophical argumentation;  

 
7. See also Category Mistake*;  

 
8. See also Logic*.  
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Falsification Principle 
[philosophical theory about knowledge and Justification*] 
 
 
 
 

1. A way to test the truth of a claim;  
 

2. Another word for ‘testable’;  
 

3. Being falsifiable does not mean being false. A statement is falsifiable if it can 
be tested or if there is the possibility that it could be shown to be not true;  

 
4. Philosopher Karl Popper (1902-1994) held that a claim in science had to be 

falsifiable in order to have meaning. For example, the claim that “all horses like 
apples” is not falsifiable, because it is not testable: one would have to observe every 
horse to justify that claim. As such, the claim “all horses like apples” is not a useful 
or scientific claim;  

 
5. On the other hand, the claim, “No horses like apples” is testable because it can be 

falsified by finding just one horse which likes to munch on apples. Therefore, this 
claim has scientific value;  

 
6. This concept was applied by Antony Flew (b. 1923) to religious claims: if God 

*cannot be falsified, then Religious Language* and talk about God is meaningless 
(see Theology and Falsification*);  

 
7. The theist needs to be able to say, for example, under what conditions God could 

be said not to exist in order for claims about his existence to make sense;  
 

8. The claim, “an angel told me in a dream to give money to the poor,” is not 
falsifiable since it cannot be tested, and therefore, according to the principle, is 
a meaningless statement;  

 
9. See also Justification*;  

 
10. See also Verification Principle*.  
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Fideism 
[abstract noun; fideist is the concrete noun; fideistic is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. The belief that faith is beyond the reaches of human reason;  
 

2. True knowledge can only be found in faith—not in reason;  
 

3. Faith and reason are separate and even unconnected spheres of mental 
activity;  

 
4. The content of faith is transcendent or beyond human reason;  

 
5. One should not try to expose the content of faith to rational scrutiny;  

 
6. Well-known fideists include Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) and Soren Kierkegaard 

(1813-1855);  
 

7. Fideism was, in part, a reaction against Rationalism*. The rationalist movement held 
that only those propositions which could be established by reason have value. 
Consequently, for the rationalist, certain religious beliefs and practices are beyond 
reason and therefore lacking in value. As a reaction to this position, the fideists 
responded by saying that reason was not capable of judging faith, since faith is 
superior to reason;  

 
8. See also Evidentialism*;  

 
9. See also Faith and Reason*.  
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First Cause 
[philosophical theory about the nature of God*] 
 
 
 
 

1. A Cause* which itself is not caused: an ‘uncaused cause’;  
 

2. The cause which is the cause of every other actual and possible cause in the 
universe;  

 
3. A name for God*;  

 
4. An argument for the existence of God;  

 
5. The first cause argument holds that there cannot be an Infinite Regress* of causes 

in the universe. At some point, it is necessary to arrive at a cause which itself is not 
caused;  

 
6. Bertrand Russell (1872-1970), in his book, Why I am not a Christian (1957)* argued 

that there First Cause argument does not make sense, since if everything has a 
cause, then the first cause must also have a cause;  

 
7. While there may be problems with the First Cause argument on other grounds, 

critics argue that Russell’s criticism is not valid for at least two reasons: (1) it is a 
circular criticism, since it begins with the assumption that the argument is wrong; (2) 
it mischaracterizes the argument. The argument does not suggest that everything 
has a cause—in fact, it argues the opposite: everything can’t have a cause;  

 
8. The First Cause argument is a class of Cosmological Argument*;  

 
9. See also Cause in esse and in fieri*;  

 
10. See also Unmoved Mover*.  
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Five Ways 
[philosophical theory about the existence of God*] 
 
 
 
 

1. From the philosophy of St Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274);  
 

2. Five ways or five demonstrations to prove the existence of God*;  
 

3. The first three of these ways are closely related and form what is known as a 
Cosmological Argument*;  

 
4. The first way—or Demonstration*—is based on the observation of motion or 

change. Everything in the universe is in a relation of Potency and Act*; but this state 
of affairs cannot be drawn out in an  

 
Infinite Regression* of causes, there must be an Unmoved Mover*;  

 
5. The second way is based on the observation that everything in the universe is 

dependent on an efficient Cause*; but nothing can be the efficient cause of itself 
(since then it would have to pre-exist itself, which makes no sense); therefore, 
there must be a First Cause*;  

 
6. The third way is based on the relationship of Necessity* and Contingency*. Since 

everything in the universe is contingent, there must have been a Time* when what 
exists now did not exist before. But if everything were contingent and nothing was 
necessary then nothing would exist at all;  

 
7. The fourth way is based on the observation that things exist in degrees of 

perfection. There must be some maximum perfection to which these degrees tend;  
 

8. The fifth way is often considered a kind of Design Argument*. It holds that since 
things in the universe tend towards an end, they must do so according to some 
Divine plan;  

 
9. The five ways are laid out in the Summa Theologica* (Ia, q2, a3).  
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Free Will Defence 
[philosophical theory about the problem of Evil*] 
 
 
 
 

1. A response to the problem of Evil*;  
 

2. A common argument that many theists use to explain the infinite goodness and 
power of God in the face of the experience of evil;  

 
3. Supporters of this defence argue that evil is a necessary effect of freewill;  

 
4. My freedom involves the possibility that I may use it to harm another; if there 

was no possibility of my committing evil, there would be no possibility of my 
being free;  

 
5. The free will defence is criticised for two main reasons:  

 
(1) Could not an all-powerful God have created a being who has free will and at 

the same time not disposed to committing evil?  
 

(2) The free will defence does not seem to explain natural evil.  
 

6. The theist can reply to the first criticism quite readily by pointing out that the 
objection begs the question: it assumes that the current condition is not the best or 
only condition for human freedom;  

 
7. The second objection—that the free will defence does not address the problem of 

evil—is more problematic for the theist. St Augustine of Hippo (354-430 AD) 
argued that natural evil was the result of the Fall of Adam and Eve in the Garden of 
Eden; however, this is a theological explanation to the problem and not a 
philosophical one.  

 
8. Richard Swinburne (b. 1934) has replied to the problem of natural evil with the 

higher order defence*.  
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Genus 
[noun; philosophical category] 
 
 
 
 

1. Not to be understood in the biological sense; 
 

2. A term of logic* in Scholastic philosophy: the overarching set or group to which a 
thing belongs and from which it derives its definition; 

 
3. One of the ‘predicables’ in Scholastic philosophy, or one of the ways of describing 

how a predicate exists in relation to its subject; 
 

4. Genus is often grouped with species and difference, genus being the highest group 
to which a predicate is assigned and from which the definition of a thing is derived; 

 
5. For example, “human being” is defined as “rational animal”; “animal” is the genus 

(highest classification) and “human” is the species within that genus (along with 
every other animal.  What makes the human in the genus of animal different from 
other animals in the genus (such as giraffes and turtles) is that the human is 
“rational.”  Hence, “rational” is the difference within the genus; 

 
6. A word (species) is defined, in other words, by considering the genus and 

difference; 
 

7. Being itself, and God, is not contained in any genus: there is no group or set called 
“being”. 

 
8. See also God*; 

 
9. See also Scholasticism*. 
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Ghost in the Machine 
[philosophical theory about the mind/body problem] 
 
 
 

1. A reference to and critique of Cartesian Dualism*;  
 

2. A phrase coined by Gilbert Ryle (1900-1976) in his book, The Concept of Mind* 
(1949); 

  
3. Ryle was critical of Cartesian Dualism because it was, he argued, guilty of making a 

Category Mistake*;  
 

4. Looking for a Soul* in the human body is like looking for a ghost in a machine. A 
sufficient explanation for how a machine works can be found in the machine itself; 
one does not have to postulate further, unseen causes to explain why the machine 
works. Ryle argues that looking for a soul to explain thought in humans is like 
looking for a explanations beyond the machine to explain how the machine works;  

 
5. Ryle uses the example of a university: imagine someone touring the campus sees 

the various buildings (swimming pool, library, cafeteria, etc) but at the end of the 
tour asks, “I see all the buildings—but where’s the university?”  

 
6. According to Ryle, the mind and body are two ways of thinking about one thing, not 

two different things as is supposed by Cartesian Dualism;  
 

7. See also Parable of the Invisible Gardener*; 
  

8. See also Theology and Falsification (1955)*.  
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God 
[proper noun; when speaking of ‘gods’ in the plural, the lower case ‘g’ is used] 
 
 
 
 

1. ‘Deity’, ‘Divine Being’, or ‘Transcendent Being’;  
 

2. The God of classical Theism*;  
 

3. The God of Judaism, Christianity and Islam;  
 

4. A being with maximal perfection: that is, Omniscience, Omnipotence 
and Omnibenevolence*;  

 
5. Important questions in Philosophy* raised by the concept of God include:  

 
(1) Is there any way to verify God’s existence from the Contingency* of the 

universe? In other words, can the existence of God be demonstrated in an A 
posteriori* way?  

 
(2) Is it possible to speak about God meaningfully given his transcendence?  

 
(3) Does the very concept of God include the Necessity* of God’s existence? 

In other words, can God’s existence be proved in an A priori way?  
 

(4) How can we reconcile the idea of God with the problem of Evil*?  
 

6. Attempts to answer Question 1 are addressed by various forms of the Cosmological 
Argument*; attempts to answer Question 2 are addressed by Religious Language* 
arguments; attempts to answer Question 3 are addressed in the Ontological 
Argument*; attempts to answer Question 4 are addressed in Theodicy*; 

 
7. There is, of course, a certain irony in including “God” in a Key Terms book!  God 

transcends definition and classification; according to Boethius, Pseudo Dionysius, 
and Scholastic* philosophy, God is “Being beyond being” and not contained within 
any genus*. 
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God of the Gaps 
[Philosophical theory about knowledge and Justification*] 
 
 
 
 

1. Using ‘God*’ purely as a convenient concept to explain away gaps in scientific 
knowledge;  

 
2. Using God, as ‘Mysterious Being’, to plug gaps in human knowledge;  

 
3. The term traces its origin to the 19th century evangelical preacher Henry 

Drummond who criticises those Christians who reduce God to a handy explanation 
to bridge the gaps in science;  

 
4. For example, in the absence of any scientific data to explain what cause the Big 

Bang, eager (and arguably naive) theists may rush in to offer God as the answer to 
the unanswered question;  

 
5. The problem with the approach is that it reduces the role of God to a secondary role 

in human knowledge: it makes the concept of God subordinate to scientific 
concepts. Instead of understanding God in a positive way, God simply becomes a 
hypothesis to explain what we haven’t yet explained through science;  

 
6. This use of the concept of God is a form of Fideism*;  

 
7. See also Intelligent Design*.  
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Hard Problem of Consciousness 
[philosophical theory about the mind/body problem] 
 
 
 
 

1. A term coined by David Chalmers (b. 1966);  
 

2. An issue related to the existence of the Soul*;  
 

3. A term which refers to the difficulty encountered when one treats thinking and 
consciousness as being nothing more than a physical event;  

 
4. Why do we have subjective experiences? Not only do we physically feel pain, for 

example, but we have an experience of it (as opposed to a machine which can 
simulate a reaction to pain but not have an experience of it);  

 
5. A term used in contrast to ‘soft problems of consciousness’ which can be explained 

mechanistically: in other words, we can explain sight in terms of light, the retina, 
neurons, etc—but such ‘soft’ explanations do not account for why we should have 
consciousness in the first place;  

 
6. Biological evolution does not explain why we are conscious to the complex extent 

that we are, able to process emotions and feelings and respond to them in highly 
imaginative and creative ways;  

 
7. Biology and chemistry, which can explain many of the mechanical workings of the 

brain, do not provide us with a sufficient explanation for why we should have 
consciousness in the first place.  

 
8. Biology alone does not seem to be able to give a full account for conscious 

awareness;  
 

9. See also Cartesian Dualism*;  
 

10. See also Naturalism*.  
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Heaven and Hell 
[proper nouns] 
 

1. Places of reward and punishment for the righteous and unrighteous after death, or 
in the Afterlife*;  

 
2. Most religions have some philosophy of reward and punishment in the afterlife, 

though none are as developed as the doctrines in Judaism and Christianity; 
 

3. In the philosophy of religion, the concepts of heaven and hell are often criticized for 
being without evidence, and purely based on faith; the doctrine of hell, in particular 
seems to many to be irreconcilable with the notion of an all-loving (omnibenevolent) 
God; 

 
4. However, philosophical arguments do abound to justify belief in places of reward 

and punishment for the righteous and unrighteous: 
  

(a) Aristotle argued that the nature of the human soul, which is immaterial, and 
without parts (and hence indestructible) necessitates an eternal continuance; 

(b) Immanuel Kant argued that the nature of justice necessitated a concept of 
later judgement, since without such a consequence for human actions here 
on earth and an ultimate or eternal measure of justice (the Summum 
Bonum*), good and evil actions of earth would have no value; 

(c) Various arguments for the existence of God* imply the existence of heaven 
and hell; 

(d) In Mere Christianity (1952), C S Lewis argues that human desire, and in 
particular, joy, point to the need for eternal satisfaction: we desire more than 
the basic necessities here on earth; we desire total fulfilment, which points to 
an eternal existence. 

 
5. Pope St John Paul II (Karol Wojtyla) argued that heaven and hell were not primarily 

places, but states of being.  Just as we can be miserable in beautiful places and 
joyful in ugly places, so too will heaven and hell be primarily states of being; the 
physical nature of heaven and hell will thus be manifestations of these personal 
states of love and friendship. 
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Higher Order Defence 
[philosophical theory about the problem of Evil*] 
 
 
 
 

1. A term related to the problem of Evil*;  
 

2. A term used in Theodicy*;  
 

3. A term use by Richard Swinburne (b. 1934) in his book, The Existence of 
God*;  

 
4. While the existence of moral evil can be answered in terms of the Free Will* 

defence, it seems more difficult for theists to explain why God would allow natural 
evil. Humans don’t do anything to deserve devastation by tsunamis and 
earthquakes—these are largely beyond our responsibility and power;  

 
5. Swinburne argues that the suffering brought about by natural evils (such as suffering 

from disease and following natural disasters) has a higher order function: these 
allow us to show compassion, sympathy and kindness to others;  

 
6. Swinburne writes, “a world with some pain and some compassion is at least as 

good as a world with no pain and so no compassion”;  
 

7. In his book, The Miracle of Theism (1982)* Australian philosopher, J. L. Mackie 
(1917-1981) argues in reply that there is just too much pointless suffering in the 
world to be explained away by such appeals to higher order value; a great deal of 
evil does not, he argues, make us better for it: in fact, it makes us worse, less kind, 
and less loving;  

 
8. For St Irenaeus (ca. 130-202 AD) and John Hick (b. 1922) the higher order value 

of evil is found in Soul-making*.  
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Hume’s Theory of Causation 
[philosophical theory about knowledge and Justification*] 
 
 
 
 

1. Theory of British philosopher, David Hume (1711-1776);  
 

2. Hume was a sceptic who held that we could not know a relation between 
Cause* and effect;  

 
3. There is nothing in the sequence of things themselves that tell us one thing has 

caused another thing to happen;  
 

4. Observation of physical events doesn’t tell us anything about the relationship 
between cause and effect—this is a construct of the mind. As far as we humans 
are concerned, all we can observe is that one event follows from another;  

 
5. For every assumed cause, there may be other causes we don’t know about;  

 
6. Consider for example, a ball hitting a window. How can we say with certainty that it 

was the ball that broke the window at that moment and not something else? (A 
high-pitched wave, an unseen pebble, a tremor, a contraction in the glass, etc);  

 
7. Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason* is an attempt to answer this problem of 

knowing cause and effect posed by Hume;  
 

8. See also Bundle Theory*;  
 

9. See also Cause in esse and in fieri*.  
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Hylomorphism 
[abstract noun; hylomorphist is the concrete noun; hylomorphic is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. From the Greek, ‘hylo’ (matter) and ‘morphe’ (form);  
 

2. An explanation of the unity of matter and form in a person, animal or plant;  
 

3. A way of thinking about the mind/body problem without having to resort to 
Cartesian Dualism*;  

 
4. Philosophy of the Soul* which relies on the theory of material and formal Cause*;  

 
5. According to the doctrine, the soul is the form (formal cause) of the physical body 

(material cause). Consider a pile of bricks that are made into a house: the material 
cause of the building is the bricks; the formal cause is the house (its size, shape, 
etc). Together, this matter and form make up a single object. In a similar way, 
hylomorphism holds that flesh and bone are the matter of the body and that the 
living person is the form;  

 
6. According to this theory them, the soul is the ‘first actuality’ of the living body. This 

means that the soul is the principle of life, and it is this principle which we refer to 
when we speak of a ‘soul’;  

 
7. Therefore, even plants and animals have ‘souls’ since they, like humans, also 

have a formal cause which is their ‘first actuality;’  
 

8. Hylomorphism is different from Cartesian Dualism, because it does not treat the soul 
as being a separate ‘thing’ distinct from the body, but considers the body and soul 
as a single unified being;  

 
9. Aristotle (384-322 BC) did suggest that consciousness could survive death 

since it is not bound to the matter or form of the body;  
 

10. See also Hard Problem of Consciousness*.  
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Idealism 
[abstract noun; idealist is the concrete noun; idealistic is the adjective; idealistically is the 
adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. The philosophical position that only ideas are real... 
 

2. ...or at least, since things outside of the mind can only be known through the 
mind, there will always be a mixture of something mental in our knowledge of 
objects; 

 
1. The belief that since the world is presented to us in ideas, the world is composed of 

nothing more than ideas;  
 

2. Consciousness is the source of reality;  
 

3. Extreme idealism is called ‘solipsism’. This is the belief that the only thing I can 
know is myself and my own ideas;  

 
4. Philosophers identified as being idealist include Rene Descartes, George Berkley, 

Immanuel Kant, Gottfried Leibniz, Georg Hegel and Arthur Schopenhauer (see 
Key Philosophers in the introduction).  

 
5. Descartes tried to justify all knowledge by basing it on self-awareness, hence his 

famous saying: ‘Cogito ergo sum*’: ‘I think, therefore I am’;  
 

6. Berkeley's motto was, ‘Esse est aut percipi aut percipere’: to be is to perceive or be 
perceived. In other words, things are only real when they are in the mind;  

 
7. See also Innatism*;  

 
10.See also Rationalism*; 

 
11.See also Scepticism*. 
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Immanence 
[noun; immanent is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. Present throughout;  
 

2. ‘Inherent’, ‘intrinsic’, ‘within’, or ‘inside’;  
 

3. A term frequently applied to God*;  
 

4. Something which is immanent is within something or present to something; for 
example, we might say that a free and conscious decision to do something, like 
read a book, is an immanent action, because it is an action which comes from 
‘within’ a person. It is not an action that just happens to a person from outside, like 
being stung by a bee. Being stung has no immanence in terms of human action: it 
is not an action that comes from within a person;  

 
5. In a similar sort of way, philosophers often speak of the ‘immanence’ of God. In 

other words, God is not totally removed from the universe; God is not some far-
distant entity watching the universe unfold from outside (this view is called Deism*). 
Rather, God is within the universe; God is, in a sense, inside everything that exists. 
God is not inside the universe in the sense that water is inside a cup; rather, God is 
inside the universe in the way we might say that two people are in love: love is 
within them, they both have a sense of being in a state or emotion;  

 
6. Do not confuse the word ‘immanent’ with the word ‘imminent’ (Microsoft spell 

check will prompt you to change immanent to imminent!) Imminent means 
‘threatening’ or ‘looming’ and has little to do with the philosophical term 
immanent;  

 
7. Immanence should not be confused with Pantheism*;  

 
8. See also Innatism*.  
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Induction 
[noun; inductive is the adjective; inductively is the adverb; induce is the verb] 
 
 
 
 

1. A type of reasoning;  
 

2. A class of argument which relies on A Posteriori* reasoning;  
 

3. An argument based on a set of premises which, if true, yield a probable 
conclusion;  

 
4. The nature of an inductive argument is such that the Validity* of the conclusion 

depends on the validity of the premises.  
 

(p1) Cows like to eat grass; 
 

(p2) Daisy is a cow; 
 

(p3) Daisy likes to eat grass 
 

1. In this example, (p3) will probably be true—but it is not certain. It is possible that 
Daisy will not like grass. However, most of us would be inclined to accept that 
inductive conclusions—if based on reasonable premises—are likely to be true. For 
example, the assumption that all ice is cold would likely be accepted as true by just 
about everyone, even though no one has or could test every bit of ice to see if this 
claim is absolutely certain;  

 
2. See also A Priori*;  

 
3. See also Deduction*.  
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Infinite Regress 
[philosophical theory about the nature of the universe] 
 
 
 
 

1. An endless sequence going back in time;  
 

2. An endless series of intermediate causes without any first Cause*;  
 

3. An endless sequence of effects without any cause;  
 

4. Not all references to infinite regress are about a regress in Time*. While the Kalam 
Cosmological Argument* relies on the impossibility of an infinite regress in time, the 
Cosmological Argument* of Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) and Gottfried Leibniz 
(1646-1716) rely on the impossibility of infinite regress in effects without an 
Unmoved Mover* (Aquinas) or a sufficient reason (Leibniz);  

 
5. William Lane Craig (b. 1949) has argued against the possibility of infinite regression 

in time. One of these arguments is based on the premise that no sequence—or 
anything that can be divided into parts—can ever be infinite because such a 
sequence can be added to. Anything which can have more added to it is not 
infinite in the first place;  

 
6. A vicious regress is one in which a problem is never solved and every attempt to 

provide an answer simply repeats the problem;  
 

7. The expression ‘infinite regression’ is sometimes mistakenly used as a alternative to 
‘infinite regress’; regress means return or retreat, while regression means to decay, 
to devolve or to get worse;  

 
8. See also Cause in esse and in fieri*;  

 
9. See also Infinity*.  
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Infinity 
[noun; infinite is the adjective; infinitely is the adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. Without limit;  
 

2. Outside of time: without beginning or end;  
 

3. ‘Infinite’ should not be confused with ‘eternal’; that which is infinite is without limit 
while that which is eternal is without either an end in Time* or both a beginning or 
end in time;  

 
4. There are two concepts in infinity: an actual infinite and a potential infinite;  

 
5. An actual infinite is an infinite sequence or quality now;  

 
6. A potential infinite is a possible infinite sequence or quality; for example, one could 

theoretically count for ever without stopping: one can go on ad infinitum (forever) 
but will never achieve an actual infinite at any given time;  

 
7. William Lane Craig (b. 1949) relies on this distinction between an actual infinite and 

a potential infinite in his defence of the Kalam Cosmological Argument*;  
 

8. ‘Infinity’ is not a positive term but rather a negative term: in other words, it doesn’t 
tell us what something is but rather what something is not (i.e, not limited). This 
understanding of the infinite is central to Apophatic* philosophy and theology.  

 
9. See also Cosmological Argument*;  

 
10. See also Infinite Regress*.  
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Innatism 
[noun; innate is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. “Inborn” or “instinctive”  
 

2. Rene Descartes held that humans are born with certain innate ideas about reality, 
upon which our understanding of experience is based;  

 
 

3. For Descartes, the idea of God is innate (this principle is the heart of his 
formulation of the Ontological Argument*)  

 
4. If every idea had to be verified by some experience, we would be caught in an 

Infinite Regress* of trying to verify every idea hence, some philosophers have argued 
that there must be certain kinds of knowledge that are innate—or A priori*. For 
example, if we were to challenge every statement with “prove it!” we would be 
caught in an endless cycle of trying to prove everything without being able to prove 
anything. Therefore, there must be some statements that do not require Proof*;  

 
5. The Empiricists* rejected innatism while other philosophers reject innatism because 

they think that it verges on Idealism*;  
 

6. See also Axiom*;  
 

7. See also Tabula Rasa*.  
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Intelligent Design (ID) 
[philosophical theory about the existence of God*] 
 
 
 
 

1. A theory about the origins of the world and universe;  
 

2. A theory in opposition to the theory of evolution;  
 

3. A theory that claims to be scientific or which claims that modern evolutionary or 
geological science is mistaken in its interpretations;  

 
4. It is important not to confuse ID theory with the Design Argument*: the two 

arguments are frequently confused; the Creationist-Evolutionist debate is 
distinct from philosophical design arguments;  

 
5. As a Creationist theory, ID attempts to reinterpret scientific data about the world 

so as to justify a literal interpretation of the Genesis creation account;  
 

6. The confusion about the theory is compounded by the facts that (a) there are a 
variety of different Creationist positions; and that (b) the media (including a great 
many YouTube videos) frequently muddles elements of ID with design arguments;  

 
7. Unlike proponents of ID, proponents of the various species of design 

arguments are not necessarily committed to a literal interpretation of Genesis; 
nor are they committed to rejecting evolution;  

 
8. See also Anthropic Principle*;  

 
9. See also Watchmaker Analogy*.  
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Intuition 
[noun; intuitive is the adjective; intuitively is the adverb; intuit is the verb] 
 
 
 
 

1. A kind of knowledge;  
 

2. Immediate knowledge;  
 

3. A strong sense or certain feeling that something is true or not true;  
 

4. The immediate understanding that something is true or not true without the 
need for deductive or inductive reasoning;  

 
5. Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) held that there are two kinds of intuition: external and 

internal. External intuition comes through the awareness of space; internal intuition 
is perceived through Time*. For example, we intuitively understand that all objects 
with mass are extended in space; likewise, we automatically intuit that all ideas are 
expressed in time;  

 
6. The problem with counting intuition as being a kind of knowledge is that it is often 

wrong. We’ve all had experiences when we thought we were certain of 
something—we felt it just had to be so—only later to find out that we had made a 
mistake;  

 
7. Intuition is associated with arguments from Religious Experience*; religious 

believers will often report a strong sense of the divine or strong sense of the 
Numinous*. The problem for religious believers is how are these intuitions to be 
verified?  

 
8. See also Innatism*;  

 
9. See also I and Thou (1923)*;  

 
10. See also Justification*;  

 
11. See also Synthetic a priori*.  
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Invisible Gardener, parable of 
[philosophical argument against the Design Argument*] 
 
 

1. A parable by British philosopher John Wisdom (1904-1993);  
 

2. The parable was retold by Antony Flew (b. 1923) in Theology and Falsification* 
(1950);  

 
3. Flew used the parable as part of his discussion of the Falsification Principle*;  

 
4. The parable aims to show how people interpret events differently, sometimes in an 

unreasonable way;  
 

5. According to the parable, two explorers stumble upon a clearing in a jungle where 
weeds and flowers are growing. One of the explorers insists that a gardener must 
tend the clearing, while the other is sceptical. They pitch their tents and watch for a 
while; no gardener is ever seen. They even set up an electric fence and patrol with 
bloodhounds; the fence and dogs likewise reveal nothing. “The gardener must be 
invisible and immaterial” the believer insists. The sceptic wonders, “what’s the 
difference between the invisible, intangible, transcendent gardener and an imaginary 
one?”  

 
6. In a similar way to the believing explorer, religious people, Flew argues, hold to an 

interpretation of data that can in no way be falsified; as such, their insistence that 
there is an invisible, intangible and transcendent God* is unreasonable and 
meaningless;  

 
7. R.M Hare (1919-2002) responded to Flew with his theory of Bliks*;  

 
8. The Parable of the Invisible Gardener is often invoked to argue that religious belief, 

because it is not subject to empirical verification is meaningless (see Empiricism*);  
 

9. See also Category Mistake*;  
 

10. See also Ghost in the Machine*.  
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Ipsum Esse Subsistens 
[Scholastic description of the nature of God*] 
 
 
 
 

1. “Being itself” or “Existence itself”; “Existing in and of itself”; 
 

2. A term applied to God*;  
 

3. A term applied to God by Scholastic* thinkers, especially Thomas Aquinas 
(1225-1274);  

 
4. A term in contrast to Causa Sui*;  

 
5. A term applied to God which implies that God is a necessary being; God doesn’t 

simply have existence, God is existence; in other words, God does not derive his 
being or existence from outside of himself (as is the case with created things), but 
possesses his being totally;  

 
6. The term can also be used as a synonym for Uncaused Causer and First Cause* as 

it used in the Cosmological Argument*;  
 

7. Aquinas taught that God is ipsum esse subsistens: that God’s Existence and 
Essence* are the same thing; in other words, what God is and that he is are 
identical. This means that God is not a ‘thing’ like other things (including humans): 
God does not ‘have’ existence like we have existence;  

 
8. See also Cause*;  

 
9. See also Ontological Argument*.  
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I and Thou (1923) 
[Book; Ich und Du is the original German title] 
 
 
 
 

1. A book by Martin Buber (1878-1965) published in 1923;  
 

2. The term “I and Thou” (or I and You) represents the most important kind 
of relationship;  

 
3. There is also an “I and it” relationship; for example, a relationship between a person 

and their toaster oven is a relationship between an I and an It. But an I-it 
relationship can also occur between people when others are considered as being 
distinct from me, or as a means to an end; we may, for example, hold I-it 
relationships with the bus driver or local shopkeeper or others around us;  

 
4. In an I-Thou relationship on the other hand is a relationship in which one enters 

deeply into a relationship “without bounds”. It is in such a relationship that I truly 
discover the other; and in such a relationship that I truly begin to see myself as a 
person in relation with another;  

 
5. The greatest of all I-Thou relationships is the I-Thou relationship with God*;  

 
6. I-Thou relationships may be non-cognitive; that is, they transcend empirical 

verification. They are no less meaningful because they are not empirically testable: 
the fact that I believe my mother loves me is not necessarily open to testing, but it is 
no less real than something that is. In fact, I-Thou relationships are more real, more 
meaningful than mere I-It relationships; it is in the I-Thou relationship that my very 
being becomes fully alive;  

 
7. See also Faith and Reason*.  
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Justification 
[noun; justified is the adjective; justifiably is the adverb.] 
 
 
 

1. Reasons for belief;  
 

2. To justify a claim, to give acceptable reasons for holding a claim;  
 

3. Theories of justification try to answer the question, “When does a person have a 
good reason for saying something is known?”  

 
4. The problem of justification is key in Philosophy*, and especially in the Philosophy 

of Religion*: theories of justification seek to understand what criteria must obtain in 
order for a claim to be considered ‘valid’ or ‘reliable’;  

 
5. If a person (a) makes a claim, and someone else (b) challenges that claim, person (a) 

is compelled to either abandon the claim or justify it;  
 

6. Philosophy is primarily concerned with the ways in which claims are justified;  
 

7. In the philosophy of religion, one may ask, under what conditions is religious faith 
considered ‘justified’?  

 
8. In answering these, and other questions, key theories of justification 

have emerged and include:  
 

(a) Coherentism: a belief coheres with other beliefs, or fits in the broad 
scheme of beliefs;  

 
(b) Evidentialism*: a belief is justified is there is sufficient evidence to 

support such a belief;  
 

(c) Foundationalism: a set of core beliefs provide a foundation on which other 
beliefs are assessed.  

 
9. See also Axiom*.  
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Kalam Cosmological Argument 
[philosophical argument for the existence of God*] 
 
 
 
 

1. A version of the Cosmological Argument*;  
 

2. An Arabic form of the cosmological argument;  
 

3. An argument which focuses on temporal causation—or causation in fieri, as 
opposed to causation in esse (see Causation in esse and in fieri*);  

 
4. In its simplest form, the argument appears like this:  

 
(p1) Everything that begins to exist has a cause; 

 
(p2) The universe began to exist; 

 
(p3) The universe has a cause. 

 
1. Premise 1 (p1) is supported by the argument that an Infinite Regress* of Time* is not 

possible. If the argument is correct, and there cannot be an infinite regress in time 
so that the universe cannot be infinite, then the argument indeed seems reasonable 
in its assertion that the universe has a beginning in time. If it has had a beginning in 
time, then some cause must have brought it about in time. The argument proposes 
that this First Cause* is God*;  

 
2. The argument was first developed by Islamic philosophers such as Ibn Rushd 

(1126-1198). It was revived and developed in recent times by William Lane Craig 
(b. 1949);  

 
3. See also Multiverse Theory*;  

 
4. See also Necessity*;  

 
5. See also Oscillating Universe Theory*.  
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Language Game 
[philosophical theory about language] 
 
 
 
 

1. Theory of philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951) discussed in his book, 
Philosophical Investigations*;  

 
2. Theory that language can only be properly understood in reference to the activities 

that accompany the use of language;  
 

3. Words do not simply take their meaning from external objects; words derive their 
meaning from the way in which they are used;  

 
4. For example, consider someone yelling, “Brick!” The word brick could refer to a 

building block; it might be an exclamation of surprise; it might be a command for 
someone to fetch a brick; it might be a nickname for someone. The word will only 
have meaning in the context of an activity or language game;  

 
5. Don’t assume that by ‘game’ Wittgenstein means that language is just frivolous or 

recreational; he uses the term as an analogy to the rules of a game which govern 
the way players should behave and understand the behaviour of others;  

 
6. There are different kinds of language games: for example, the language games of 

children, of scientific language, of Religious Language*; in every activity and sphere 
of human action there is a specific way—or game—for using language;  

 
7. The rules of a language game are not necessarily explained; one learns the 

language game of his environment through immersion;  
 

8. See also Seeing-as*.  
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Language, Truth and Logic (1936) 
[Book] 
 
 
 
 

1. Book by A. J. Ayer (1910-1989);  
 

2. Book in defence of Logical Positivism* and its principles;  
 

3. Ayer rejects Metaphysics* in the book and champions the Verification Principle*;  
 

4. In response to some challenges brought against the verification principle, Ayer 
defines two forms of the principle: weak and strong forms;  

 
5. Weak Verification is knowledge gained from principles of Empiricism*, or 

scientific study. These give us probable knowledge but not certain knowledge 
(“crows are black” is, for example, a weaker conclusion—it is probable, but not 
certain).  

 
6. Strong Verification is knowledge gained from Deduction* through Logic* or 

mathematical principles. These are “strong” says Ayer because they produce 
certain conclusions (2 + 2 = 4 is, for example, a certain conclusion);  

 
7. Ayer also insisted that since theists say that language about God transcends 

experience, they are therefore compelled to admit that talk of God is meaningless;  
 

8. Towards the end of his life and career, Ayer abandoned his theory because he 
realised that it was difficult to justify: the principle itself is not verifiable by its own 
principles;  

 
9. See also Analytic Statement*;  

 
10.See also Synthetic Statement*. 
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Law of Indiscernibles 
[philosophical theory about knowledge and the mind/body problem] 
 
 
 
 

1. If A = B and B = A in every respect, then A is B;  
 

2. If A and B share all of the same properties and have no more and no less than 
each other, then A and B are identical;  

 
3. The Law, which is largely used in mathematics, has also been used by various 

philosophers to justify belief in non-material soul. For example, René Descartes 
(1596-1650) used the Law to demonstrate that consciousness had properties that 
the body does not have and that therefore the body and mind are not the same 
thing:  

 
(p1) I cannot logically doubt the existence of my consciousness (because 
doubting that I can doubt involves a logical contradiction); and 

 
(p2) I can doubt that I have a body (there is no logical contradiction in 
doubting the existence of a material body); 

 
(p3) Therefore, the body and mind share different properties and are not 
identical; 

 
1. At the same time, the Law has also be used to defend the opposite view—that of 

Naturalism*: since all we can empirically test in the universe is physical, the universe 
is identical to physical properties;  

 
2. The law is sometimes called Leibniz’s Law after Gottfried Leibniz (1646-1716) who 

most famously formulated the law;  
 

3. See also Cartesian Dualism*;  
 

4. See also Hylomorphism*.  
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Logical Positivism 
[philosophical movement and theory] 
 
 
 
 

1. Sometimes referred to simply as ‘Positivism’;  
 

2. A theory about what counts as knowledge;  
 

3. A theory about what sort of language is meaningful;  
 

4. The view that Metaphysics* is meaningless;  
 

5. The view that only that knowledge derived from the principles of Empiricism* and 
Rationalism* can provide truth or meaning;  

 
6. The term positivism was coined by French Philosopher Auguste Comte (1798-

1857) and is the view that only those claims or statements which can be 
empirically verified can be considered meaningful;  

 
7. Positivist philosopher A. J. Ayer (1910-1989), in his book Language, Truth and Logic 

(1936)* held that only those statements which could be verified empirically or 
deductively could be considered meaningful;  

 
8. See also Analytic Philosophy*;  

 
9. See also Empiricism*;  

 
10.See also Evidentialism*; 

 
11. See also Falsification Principle*; 

 
12.See also Verification Principle*. 
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Materialism 
[abstract noun; materialist is the concrete noun; materialistically is the adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. The belief that only matter exists;  
 

2. The belief that all of reality can be explained in terms of matter;  
 

3. The denial that there is anything non-material, such as the Soul*;  
 

4. Often used as a synonym for Atheism*;  
 

5. A rejection of Cartesian Dualism*;  
 

6. Materialists believe that there is only one reality, that which can be empirically 
tested and verified. The physical world is the only real world and there is no other 
non-material or spiritual realm;  

 
7. A materialist belief is that of Naturalism* or physicalism. A physicalist will hold 

that there is no real distinction between the body and mind—they are one 
Substance*;  

 
8. See also Category Mistake*;  

 
9. See also Ghost in the Machine*;  

 
10. See also Parable of the Invisible Gardener*.  
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Meno (380 BC) 
[A Dialogue of Plato] 
 
 

1. A work by Plato (427-347 BC);  
 

2. One of the dialogues in which Socrates is featured in a discussion;  
 

3. Meno is the name of the person in the dialogue with whom Socrates is 
debating the nature and meaning of virtue;  

 
4. During the discussion, Socrates and Meno explore the way in which someone 

comes to learn something;  
 

5. Socrates tries to prove that learning is nothing more than remembering 
or recalling a previous existence;  

 
6. Socrates tries to prove this by having the slave boy of Meno answer a 

complicated sum. Socrates asks the boy a series of questions, and little by little 
the boy reveals that he can work out the answer—even though he has never 
been to school or had any training in mathematics. Socrates points to this as 
being an evidence that the boy is remembering a pre-birth contact with the world 
of forms;  

 
7. Later, Aristotle (384-322 BC) would reject this idea of knowledge; Meno’s slave 

boy did not remember; rather, the answer to the mathematical problem was 
contained in the problem itself and the boy used Deduction* to work out the 
answer;  

 
8. Even though it seems that Aristotle is right about the nature of the boy’s learning, 

Plato’s Theory of Forms* remained (and remains) very influential in philosophy;  
 

9. See also Phaedo (360 BC)*;  
 

10. See also Reincarnation*;  
 

11. See also Soul*.  
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Metaphysics 
[abstract noun; metaphysician is the concrete noun; metaphysical is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. ‘Meta’ = beyond or after + ‘physics’ = nature, the material world;  
 

2. A branch of Philosophy* which studies ‘being’ and the meaning and nature of 
‘reality’;  

 
3. The study of ‘being as being’ (or as Scholastic philosophers would say, ‘ens qua 

ens’);  
 

4. The study of being itself, totally independent of physical matter (a very difficult thing 
to imagine!);  

 
5. What makes things what they are? For example, what makes a cat a cat? Once 

you remove all the physical characteristics of an individual cat, what is the nature of 
‘catness’ itself?  

 
6. Metaphysics is concerned with discovering the Cause* of things. Ultimately, it 

seeks to understand as much as possible about the First Cause* of all things: 
God*.  

 
7. ‘Metaphysical argument’ is another name for the Cosmological Argument*; 

Speculation about realities beyond the physical world: what is spirit, Soul*, 
consciousness, etc?  

 
8. Because these kinds of questions attempted by metaphysics are not empirically 

verifiable and beyond the senses, the whole idea of metaphysics was rejected by 
the Enlightenment* philosophers; Metaphysics is also the name of a major 
philosophical book by Aristotle (384-322 BC) which deals with many of the 
questions raised here. 

 
9. See also Scholasticism*. 
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Miracle 
[noun; miraculous is the adjective; miraculously is the adverb] 
 

1. There is some disagreement over how a miracle should be defined. In general, the 
following principles are generally agreed:  

 
(a) a miracle is something extraordinary, beyond the normal operation of 

nature;  
 

(b) a miracle is for the benefit of at least one individual (i.e., its purpose is to 
establish some good);  

 
(c) a miracle is supernatural (that is, it is directly caused by God).  

 
2. Examples of miracles include [i] Jesus’ feeding of the 5,000; [ii] Jesus’ 

resurrection from the dead; [iii] the ‘Miracle of the Sun’ observed in Fatima in 
1917; [iv] Eucharistic miracle of Lanciano where, in the 8th century, it is reported 
that the communion host turned into real human flesh and blood (Dr. Edoardo 
Linoli examined the relic in 1970 and found it to be cardiac tissue).  

 
3. Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) on the other hand distinguishes between three 

kinds of miracles:  
 

(a) things God* does that nature can never do: for example, turning water 
into wine, as Jesus did at the Wedding of Cana (John 2);  

 
(b) things God does that nature can do but not in that order: for example, 

nature can go from seeing to blindness and not normally vice versa; 
Jesus’ healing of the blind man at Bethsaida (Mark 8);  

 
(c) things that God does that nature can do but which God does without 

using nature: for example, nature can send cancer into remission—but 
not in an instant—as some have claimed has happened after praying.  

 
4. See also Miracles, Arguments Against*.  
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Miracles, Arguments Against 
[noun phrase] 
 
 
 
 

1. Philosophers often raise objections against the concept of miracles;  
 

2. Most objections to the miraculous have to do with the possibility of knowing 
whether or not a miracle has occurred: how can one say that any unique or unusual 
event has been caused directly by God*?  

 
3. David Hume (1711-1776) argued not that miracles do not occur but rather against 

the Justification* of believing in miracles. In other words, it is always more 
reasonable to suppose that a miracle has not occurred than that one has occurred;  

 
4. Hume also argued that since we have no direct knowledge of causes we can in 

no way assign with certainty the cause of any event—let alone miracles;  
 

5. Cambridge University Professor J. E. Littlewood argues that those who claim a 
miracle has occurred in fact have confused an event of low probability with a 
miracle. Some things happen less frequently than others and may simply appear to 
be miraculous because they are unusual;  

 
6. Similarly, Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) points out that in order for a miracle to be 

verified, first the possibility of coincidence has to be ruled out;  
 

7. The problem of Evil* also poses a challenge to the idea of God’s Omniscience, 
Omnipotence and Omnibenevolence*. If God has the power to perform miracles, to 
heal or intervene in disasters, why does he not do this always and for everyone?  

 
8. See also Justification*;  

 
9. See also Miracle*.  
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Miracle of Theism, The (1982) 
[Book] 
 
 
 

1. A book by philosopher John L. Mackie (1917-1981);  
 

2. The full title of the book is, The Miracle of Theism: Arguments for and Against the 
Existence of God;  

 
3. The book examines many popular arguments for the existence of God*, 

including:  
 

(a) The argument from Miracles* 
(b) the Ontological Argument*  
(c) the Cosmological Argument*  
(d) the Moral Argument  
(e) the Argument from Reason* 
(f) the Design Argument*  
(g) arguments from Religious Experience*  
(h) the problem of Evil*  

 
4. Mackie’s conclusion comes down in favour of atheism and concludes that these 

arguments do not succeed. Mackie’s approach is based on Evidentialism* and 
his critique of religious belief is, in general, that there is no evidence for Christian 
beliefs—hence the title (the ‘miracle’ of theism, suggesting that since there is no 
evidence, the existence of theism is itself inexplicable);  

 
5. See also Existence of God, The (1979)*.  
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Modal Logic 
[noun phrase] 
 
 
 

1. A type of reasoning;  
 

2. Reasoning which deals with possibility and Necessity*;  
 

3. Modes of possibility and necessity; there are four modes of possibility and necessity:  
 

(a) Necessary  
(b) Necessarily impossible  
(c) Contingent and actual (existing)  
(d) Contingent and non-actual (not existing)  

 
4. Examples: something that is necessary would include 2 + 2 = 4, and any 

Analytic* or A priori* statement;  
 

5. Something which is necessarily impossible would include things like square 
circles and 2 + 2 = 5;  

 
6. A contingent actual would include everything that exists but which doesn’t have to 

exist (such as elephants and chocolate pudding);  
 

7. Contingent non-actual being includes anything that could possibly exist or which 
doesn’t involve a logical contradiction but which doesn’t actually exists (such as 
ten-headed squirrels and a planet made of cheese. Even though the planet made 
of cheese is highly unlikely to the degree that it approaches impossibility, it is still 
nonetheless not a logical contradiction);  

 
8. Some arguments for the existence of God rely on modal logical, such as 

Norman Malcolm’s Modal Ontological Argument* and Alvin Plantinga’s 
Victorious Modal* argument;  

 
9. See also Contingency*.  
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Modal Ontological Argument 
[noun phrase] 
 
 
 
 

1. A version of the Ontological Argument*;  
 

2. An argument for the existence of God that relies on Modal Logic*;  
 

3. An argument made famous by Norman Malcolm (1911-1990) and Charles 
Hartshorne (1897-2000);  

 
4. Malcom and Hartshorne argued that either God’s existence was possible or 

impossible; since there is no reason for assuming God’s existence is impossible 
(there is no logical contradiction in assuming that a necessary being exists), then 
God is possible;  

 
5. The argument concludes that a possible necessary being must exist. For example, if 

the claim “every whole is greater than one of its parts” is possible or true at one 
time, it must be true all the time. It can’t be true on Tuesdays and not on Fridays. 
The weakness with the argument—which Alvin Plantinga (b. 1932) recognises—is 
that it does not prove that there must be wholes and parts, but only that if there are 
wholes and parts, the claim will be true all the time;  

 
6. This form of the argument is a development of St Anselm’s version of the 

ontological argument;  
 

7. Plantinga develops this form of the modal argument further with his Victorious 
Modal Argument*;  

 
8. See also Axiom*;  

 
9. See also Necessity*.  
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Monism 
[abstract noun; monist is the concrete noun; monistic is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. “All is one”;  
 

2. The belief that all reality can be explained in terms of one Substance*;  
 

3. Monism can be either materialist or idealist;  
 

4. Materialistic monism (or Materialism*) is the belief that all of reality is composed 
of matter (there is no spiritual realm);  

 
5. Ideal monists (see Idealism*) believe that the only reality is the mind or the spiritual; 

Hinduism follows an ideal monism in its philosophy. For the idealist monist, 
physical matter is an illusion;  

 
6. Monists may also deny that Evil* is anything other than a concept. Since everything 

is either simply matter or spiritual energy, evil does not consist of anything different 
from other existing things or concepts: it cannot be something ‘other’ in opposition 
to the one substance;  

 
7. Material monists will deny that there is anything like a Soul* or an Afterlife*;  

 
8. See also Dualism*;  

 
9. See also Naturalism*.  
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Multiverse Theory 
[theory about the origins and nature of the universe] 
 
 
 
 

1. Also known as “Many Worlds”, “World Ensemble”, “Parallel Universe” and 
“Meta-universe” Theory;  

 
2. While the word ‘theory’ is used to describe this idea, it is not a theory in the 

scientific or mathematical sense; rather, it is simply a hypothesis or conjecture 
because there is no way of testing the theory;  

 
3. The hypothesis suggests that there is any number, even an infinite number, of 

universes. Our universe is just one among these;  
 

4. The conditions and physical laws and constants that exist in our universe may not 
be replicated in these other universes; in fact, in an infinite array of universes, we 
will find an infinite variety of physical laws and conditions at work;  

 
5. The hypothesis is invoked as a way of getting around the Anthropic Principle*;  

 
6. Natural philosopher, Paul Davies (b. 1946) argues that the Multiverse hypothesis is 

unscientific; it requires as much, if not more, faith in God*; furthermore, the 
hypothesis raises more questions than it answers: for one, how could we ever 
prove that our universe wasn’t simply the thought experiment of some super-
intelligence in another parallel universe?  

 
7. See also Design Argument*;  

 
8. See also Oscillating Universe Theory*;  

 
9. See also Time*.  
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Myths and Symbols 
[nouns; mythological and symbolic are the adjectives; mythologically and symbolically 
are the adverbs] 
 
 
 
 

1. Ways of communicating;  
 

2. Stories and signs which convey a deeper meaning;  
 

3. A symbol is anything that represents something else—such as a red light at an 
intersection, which is a symbol for ‘stop’; a myth is a symbolic story which can be 
real or fictional;  

 
4. ‘Myth’ should not be confused with ‘fiction’. Myths are attempts to explain in 

imaginative ways what might otherwise be difficult to capture in concrete 
explanations or straightforward symbols;  

 
5. The use of myths and symbols are common tools for conveying religious beliefs. 

For example, the story of Adam and Eve is a powerful mythological explanation 
of the origin and value of freewill and Evil*;  

 
6. English philosopher Mary Midgley (b. 1919) has argued in her book, Myths We Live 

By (2003) that the use of myths is not just confined to religion: science also uses 
myth and symbol to explain what is beyond simple explanation (consider for 
example the ‘mythological’ pictures of atoms we are accustomed to). Midgley 
argues against Scientism* and the view that science is somehow how the only way 
to speak meaningfully about the universe;  

 
7. See also Analogical Language*;  

 
8. See also Religious Language*.  
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Naturalism 
[abstract noun; naturalist is the concrete noun; naturalistic is the adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. Materialism*;  
 

2. Sometimes used as a synonym for Atheism*;  
 

3. Sometimes called metaphysical naturalism;  
 

4. The belief that everything that exists can be explained in terms of physical (or 
‘natural’) causes and effects;  

 
5. There are no supernatural realities, such as God* or the Soul*;  

 
6. The belief that the origin, existence and reason for the universe and everything in it 

can be explained fully by material causes (including thought) without the need to 
resort to non-material explanations;  

 
7. The Argument from Reason* challenges the explanation of the universe provided 

by naturalism;  
 

8. See also Bundle Theory*;  
 

9. See also Empiricism*;  
 

10. See also Evidentialism*; 
 

11. See also Law of Indiscernibles*; 
 

12. See also Scientism*. 
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Necessary and Sufficient Conditions 
[necessary and sufficient on their own are adjectives; necessity and sufficiency are 
the nouns] 
 
 
 
 

1. Terms used to describe the conditions under which something can or does occur;  
 

2. Something is sufficient if it is enough to make something the case while something 
is necessary if it is required to make something the case.  

 
3. An example of a sufficient condition:  

 
“It is sufficient to take the 9:10 Manchester express train from Victoria 
station to get to Manchester.” 

 
This is a sufficient reason because it is enough to get me to Manchester. Note how 
it is not the only way to get to Manchester: I could fly or go by car or a different 
train. 

 
4. An example of a necessary condition: 
 

“It is necessary to leave the house in order to get to Manchester.” 
 
5. Providing of course that I don’t already live in Manchester, I won’t be able to get 
there by staying at home. I must move to get to Manchester—thus, leaving the house 
becomes a necessary condition. Note how it is not the only necessary condition: I also 
have to move, be alive, etc;  
 
6. See also Necessity*;  
 
7. See also Principle of Sufficient Reason*.  
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Necessity 
[noun; necessary is the adjective; necessarily is the adverb] 
 
 
 

1. Essential;  
 

2. That which must exist;  
 

3. Something for which the contrary is impossible;  
 

4. Something which cannot be otherwise;  
 

5. A term used in Modal Logic*;  
 

6. The term is key in the Ontological Argument* which relies on the concept that the 
existence of God* is necessary;  

 
7. There is debate in philosophy about what sorts of claims can be called necessary; 

Logical Positivism* holds that only analytic and mathematical propositions could be 
necessary; things in themselves could never be necessary;  

 
8. Metaphysical Necessity is the term given to that which is necessary in all possible 

worlds and is a concept which Alvin Plantinga (b. 1937) relies upon for his 
Victorious Modal Argument*;  

 
9. See also Analytic*  

 
10. See also A priori*;  

 
11. See also Contingency*;  

 
12. See also Metaphysics*;  

 
13. See also Modal Logic*.  
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Numinous 
[adjective; numinosity is the noun] 
 
 
 
 

1. From a Latin word meaning ‘divine will’;  
 

2. A sense or an awareness of the divine;  
 

3. A sense of something transcendent, a feeling that God* is present;  
 

4. The term is key to the work of German theologian, Rudolf Otto (1869-1937);  
 

5. A term closely linked to the discussion of Religious Experience*;  
 

6. A numinous experience is a sense of the divine;  
 

7. A sense of the divine as an object of thought or feeling outside of oneself; in other 
words, a numinous experience is not simply an inner emotion: it is more like an 
inner awareness of something beyond oneself;  

 
8. Otto described the numinous in his influential work, The Idea of the Holy (1917);  

 
9. Otto describes the numinous experience as being of the mysterium tremendum et 

fascinans: the fearful and fascinating mystery;  
 

10. See also Intuition*;  
 

11. See also Pragmatism*;  
 

12. See also Varieties of Religious Experience (1902)*.  
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Occasionalism 
[abstract noun; occasionalist is the concrete noun and adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. A theory about Cause* and effect  
 

2. The view that the relationship between cause and effect is an illusion or that 
at the very least it cannot be known;  

 
3. The view that there is no real connection between cause and effect;  

 
4. Some philosophers, such as Al-Ghazâlî (ca1055–1111) have argued that there 

is no created thing in the universe can be the cause of an effect. Only God* is 
the cause—things cannot be efficient causes;  

 
5. According to as Al-Ghazâlî, there is no such thing as ‘laws of nature’; for example, 

the orbits of planets around the sun is not the result of any real necessary ‘law’, but 
simply on account of the goodness of God, who holds everything in existence and 
causes everything to follow a pattern for our sake;  

 
6. God* could change this order of things at will if he wanted to; in fact, he often 

does—and this changing of his will (when something ‘supernatural’ happens) is 
called a Miracle*. As such, there is really no distinction between ‘natural’ and 
‘supernatural’ since all things are held in existence moment by moment by God;  

 
7. See also Cause in esse and in fieri*;  

 
8. See also Hume’s Theory of Causation*.  
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Omniscience, Omnipotence & Omnibenevolence 
[theological terms] 
 
 
 
 

1. Names for God*;  
 

2. Together, these three terms explain God’s ‘maximal perfection’;  
 

3. ‘Omni’ is from the Latin and means ‘all’, ‘every’ or ‘total’;  
 

4. Omniscience means all-knowing (i.e, a being which knows everything there 
is to know);  

 
5. Omnipotence means all-powerful (i.e, a being which can do anything);  

 
6. Omnibenevolent means all-loving;  

 
7. These names form the classical understanding of God in Judaism and Christianity; 

 
8. These names for God also raise questions and problems; for example, if God is 

omnipotent and omnibenevolent, why is there Evil* in the world?  
 

9. Also, what grounds do we have for saying that God is omnipotent? Since we 
haven’t seen everything God can do, how do we know that there is no limit to 
God’s power?  

 
10. See also Divine Simplicity*;  

 
11. See also Infinity*;  

 
12. See also Victorious Modal Argument*.  
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Ontological Argument 
[philosophical argument for the existence of God*] 
 
 
 
 

1. An A priori* argument for the existence of God*;  
 

2. An argument made famous by St Anselm of Canterbury (1033-1109) and René 
Descartes (1596-1650);  

 
3. An argument which relies on the concept of God in order to demonstrate 

God’s existence;  
 

4. In chapter 2 of his work, Proslogion, Anselm argued that God’s existence can be 
derived from the concept of God’s perfection: “that than which nothing greater can 
be conceived, cannot exist in the understanding alone. For, suppose it exists in the 
understanding alone: then it can be conceived to exist in reality; which is greater”;  

 
5. Similarly in his Fifth Meditation, Descartes argued that just as the concept of a 

mountain includes a valley, so too can existence be derived from the “clear and 
distinct idea” of God;  

 
6. There are modern versions of the argument, such as that of Alvin Plantinga who 

argued that (P1) since God is not impossible, he must be possible; (P2) A possible 
being could exist in some possible universe; (P3) if a necessary being exists in 
some possible universe, it must exist in every possible universe;  

 
7. Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) criticised the argument, saying that it failed because it 

relies on the use of the word ‘existence’ as though it were a predicate like other 
predicates, whereas the concept ‘existence’ adds nothing to our knowledge of a 
thing;  

 
8. See also Modal Ontological Argument*;  

 
9. See also Victorious Modal Argument*.  
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Oscillating Universe Theory 
[theory about the origins of the universe] 
 
 
 

1. The hypothesis that the universe is infinitely, or near-infinitely, expanding and 
contracting;  

 
2. Following a ‘Big Bang’ or singularity, the universe expands for a Time*, then 

contracts and collapses into a ‘Big Crunch’;  
 

3. Different versions of the theory hold that (a) the expansion and collapse is a one-off; 
or (b) that this sequence is infinite—there is a never-ending series of Big Crunches 
followed by Big Bangs;  

 
4. In the infinite model, every Big Crunch gives birth to another Big Bang, and the 

process of the expanding universe begins again;  
 

5. One argument against an infinitely oscillating universe is that the current evidence 
seems to suggest that the universe will expand indefinitely and that there is no 
reason for it to begin ‘collapsing’;  

 
6. Some thinkers have speculated that an infinitely oscillating universe would 

eliminate the cosmological argument; while an infinitely oscillating universe may 
be a challenge to the Kalam Cosmological Argument*, it is not a challenge to 
the Cosmological Argument* of Aquinas or Leibniz, since these arguments 
allow for the possibility of an infinite universe;  

 
7. A similar theory to the oscillating universe is the ‘Multiverse’ or ‘World Ensemble’ 

hypothesis. This hypothesis suggests that our universe is but one of many—even 
an infinite number—of actually existing universes;  

 
8. See also Anthropic Principle*;  

 
9. See also Infinite Regress*;  

 
10. See also Multiverse Theory*.  
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Pantheism 
[abstract noun; pantheist is the concrete noun; pantheistic is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. God* is everything and everything is God;  
 

2. God is equivalent to everything that exists, including all objects, nature and laws;  
 

3. God is not a person in the sense that traditional Theism* understands, but is 
the name for existence and existing things;  

 
4. We are all aspects of the divine;  

 
5. Pantheism can be both a Philosophy* and a religion;  

 
6. While on the surface Hinduism might appear to be a polytheistic religion, it is in 

fact closer to pantheism, since the many gods of Hindu belief are not individual 
beings but various forms of the single, supreme being which is one;  

 
7. In Hinduism, Brahman is the immanent, transcendent and infinite ‘Divine Ground’ 

of all reality;  
 

8. Pantheism is as old as philosophy itself; the ancient Greeks speculated about 
various forms of pantheism. Many have debated whether pantheism is a form or 
theism or atheism, but like Monism*, pantheism can be materialist or non-
materialist;  

 
9. See also Immanence*;  

 
10. See also Soul*;  

 
11. See also Substance*.  
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Paralogism 
[noun; paralogistic is the adjective] 
 
 
 

1. Term coined by Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) to describe faulty reasoning;  
 

2. A faulty argument; an argument which draws a false conclusion;  
 

3. A term used to describe a faulty syllogism in which a single term is used equivocally 
from one premise to the next, as in:  

 
P1: All bats fly at night; 
P2: I have a baseball bat; 
P3: My baseball bat flies at night. 

 
1. Kant calls Anselm’s Ontological Argument* for the existence of God paralogistic, 

because it uses ‘existence’ in an equivocal and not a univocal way (see Equivocal 
and Univocal*). Terms in an argument must be univocal (i.e, mean the same thing) 
from one premise to the next is the argument is to be coherent.  

 
2. According to Kant, Anselm forms a paralogism like this:  

 
P1: Total perfection must include existence (logical or theoretical use 
of the term ‘existence’); 
P2: God is totally perfect; 
P3: God exists (‘ontological’ use of the word)  

 
1. Kant further argues that existence cannot be used meaningfully as a Predicate* in a 

sentence because it tells us nothing about a subject;  
 

2. See also Critique of Pure Reason*;  
 

3. See also Syllogism*.  
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Person 
[concrete noun] 
 
 
 

1. Rational being; individual rational identity; 
 

2. The word is used to refer to a human being, an angel, or the Three Persons of the 
Trinity in Christian theology (Father, Son, Holy Spirit); Arguably, ‘person’ is the most 
important concept in all of philosophy, as philosophy is ultimate both by persons 
and ultimately about persons.  Every branch of philosophy touches upon, to greater 
or lesser extent, the nature and meaning of the person. 

 
3. Because of the overlap between Greek and Latin philosophy and theology, there 

has traditionally been a certain amount of confusion about the terms associated 
with the person in Scholastic* Philosophy: prosopon and hypostasis in Greek, and 
suppositum and substance in Latin have been the source of considerable debate 
and confusion over the centuries; 

 
4. The English word, ‘person’ is derived from the Greek concept, ‘prosopon’, meaning 

‘mask’ (a reference to the mask that Greek actors wore on stage to represent 
characters in drama); hence, in theology and in philosophy, the term ‘prosopology’ 
is used to describe the discipline that investigates and considers the nature of the 
person, both created and Divine; 

 
5. Aquinas, following Boethius, defined the person thus: “persona est substantia 

individua rationalis naturae” (a person is an individual substance of a rational 
nature).  This definition has come under considerable attack in recent years as it is 
considered to overlook the relational nature of the human person.  In other words, 
by describing the person as an “individual substance”, the relational dimension of 
the person - that we are made for and in communion with others - is lost. 

 
6. Questions of personal identity are closely linked to questions about the mind and 

the Soul*, and the Hard Problem of Consciousness*; 
 

7. See also Substance and Accidents*. 
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Phaedo (360 BC) 
[Dialogue of Plato] 
 
 
 
 

1. A work by Plato (427-347 BC);  
 

2. One of the dialogues in which Socrates is featured in a discussion;  
 

3. The last Dialogue of Plato, in which Socrates dies. Much of the dialogue deals 
with arguments for the Afterlife*;  

 
4. One of Socrates’ proofs for the afterlife is based on the Theory of Forms*;  

 
5. Socrates argues that while we can never find a perfect example of equality in 

earthly life, we seem to know what this perfect form is. We can judge for example 
that two people are equal or nearly equal in height, even though perfect equality in 
height may never be found; we nevertheless rely on a perfect concept of equality 
to make judgements about things that approach this perfect ideal;  

 
6. Socrates argues, “Then before we began to see or hear or use the other senses we 

must somewhere have gained a knowledge of abstract or absolute equality, if we 
were to compare with it the equals which we perceive by the senses, and see that 
all such things yearn to be like abstract equality but fall short of it” (Phaedo, 175b);  

 
7. These Forms are perfect and imperishable; all life is derived from them; thus, 

when the body dies, the Soul* continue to lives;  
 

8. See also Meno (380 BC)*.  
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Philosophical Investigations (1953) 
[Book] 
 
 
 
 

1. Book by Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951) first published in 1953;  
 

2. A book which has been influential for Philosophy* in general and particularly for the 
Philosophy of Religion*;  

 
3. Wittgenstein argues that just about every problem in philosophy is rooted in the 

problem of language;  
 

4. Most philosophers, he claims, have complicated philosophical questions because 
they have failed to understand what language is and how it is used;  

 
5. Words do not simply describe objects; words are defined by how they are used; 

“meaning just is use” has become a popular slogan to summarise Wittgenstein’s 
argument;  

 
6. For every word, there is a great variety of ways in which they can be used. We 

must therefore try to understanding the meaning of words in the context of use 
and not simply by trying to define words by external concepts and objects;  

 
7. Wittgenstein develops his theory of Language Games* in the book;  

 
8. The Philosophical Investigations is considered one of the most important 

philosophical texts to come out of the 20th century; it is still influential today, 
especially among philosophers discussing the issue of Religious Language*;  

 
9. See also Seeing-as*.  
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Philosophy 
[abstract noun; philosopher is the concrete noun; philosophical is the adjective; 
philosophically is the adverb; philosophise is the verb] 
 
 
 
 

1. From Greek, philo (love) and sophia (wisdom): philosophy means love of wisdom;  
 

2. Philosophy has come to include many different kinds of philosophy; in general, we 
can say that philosophy is interested in knowing the nature of all reality;  

 
3. Philosophy is a method of coming to know things; people often think they are 

doing philosophy when in fact, they are engaged in “pre-philosophical thinking”; 
philosophy is not simply “thinking deeply” about things; philosophy involves trying 
to uncover the nature of things by following a particular method;  

 
4. There are different methods in philosophy, such as Thomism, which is interested in 

following the method of Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) or Phenomenology, which is 
interested in discovering the relationship between thinker and what is thought;  

 
5. Thales of Miletus (624–about 546 BC) is often considered the first philosopher 

because he was one of the first thinkers to try and explain the world in a scientific 
way;  

 
6. In the ancient world—until Thales—the existence of the universe was explained in 

terms of myths; the early philosophers used reason to try to find answers to life’s 
big questions;  

 
7. In the Middle Ages, during the period known as Scholasticism*, philosophy was 

closely linked to theology and questions about the existence of God*;  
 

8. In the Enlightenment* era, there was an emphasis on the role of human reason 
without reference to faith.  
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Philosophy of Religion 
[noun phrase; not to be confused with Religious Philosophy] 
 
 
 
 

1. A branch of Philosophy*; sometimes referred to as philosophical theology (although 
in reality this is a distinct discipline); 

 
2. Philosophy that deals with questions about religion, such as the existence of 

God*, Miracles*, the problem of Evil*, whether or not there is such thing as a 
Soul*;  

 
3. Philosophy of religion is a very broad subject and covers many issues from many 

different points of view including the points of view of classical Theism*, Atheism* 
and Pantheism*;  

 
4. One of the first questions in the philosophy of religion is: how can we—or even can 

we—speak meaningfully about God and religion? If God is transcendent, how can 
we use non-transcendent, everyday language to talk about him? Is there any useful 
Religious Language*?  

 
5. Many philosophers would argue that the Philosophy of Religion is the most 

important branch of philosophical study. If God exists, and in a way suggested by 
classical theism, then this will have profound implications for human existence. It is 
hardly surprising therefore that so many of the themes covered in the philosophy of 
religion have fascinated philosophers and just about everyone since the beginning of 
history;  

 
6. See also Anthropomorphism*;  

 
7. See also Apophatic Language*;  

 
8. See also Key Philosophers in the introduction.  
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Potency and Act 
[nouns; potentiality and actuality are other noun forms that are used] 
 
 
 
 

1. ‘Becoming’ (potency) and ‘Being’ (act);  
 

2. Whatever is in potency is in transition; whatever is in act is complete;  
 

3. ‘Potency’ refers to what can or might be; act refers to what is;  
 

4. Potency refers to the material causes of things while act refers to the formal cause 
(consider for example a child: its matter—body— is always changing or 
‘becoming’; while it is always ‘human’ in form even while it is changing);  

 
5. Consider a person sitting on a chair: the person is actually sitting and potentially 

standing; or, think of a lump of clay: in act, it is a lump of clay; potentially, it could 
be moulded into a pot or something else;  

 
6. The human body is always in potentiality, since it is always subject to change; in 

fact, physical things tend always to be in a state of potency;  
 

7. According to Aquinas, all created things are in potency; God* alone is Pure Act or 
an Unmoved Mover* (there is no potency in God, no ‘becoming’; everything God 
is, he is all at once);  

 
8. See also Cause*;  

 
9. See also Divine Simplicity*;  

 
10. See also Substance*.  
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Pragmatism 
[abstract noun; pragmatist is the concrete noun; pragmatic is the adjective; 
pragmatically is the adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. Philosophical movement; 
 

2. A system of philosophy that emerged predominantly in the United States in the 
late 19th century;  

 
3. Pragmatism is concerned with the practical value of things;  

 
4. Pragmatism is distinct from Empiricism*. While empiricism is interested in the 

scientific value of things (and the physical verification of things), pragmatism is 
interested in the practical consequences of things;  

 
5. William James (1842-1910) was concerned that the scientific or empiricist 

approach to life was running the risk of losing sight of important human factors, 
like those found in religious belief and Religious Experience*. By considering 
things not just from a scientific point of view but also from a pragmatic point of 
view, one could find answers to difficult questions;  

 
6. For example, the problem of religious experience is not solved by empiricism. No 

scientist can prove or disprove the existence of God* by examining claims of 
religious experience. As such, the empirical approach to religious experience is 
typically dismissive; but, says James, the pragmatic approach can provide answers. 
Religious experience is valuable as part of the human experience as a whole; 
people’s religious beliefs can be of benefit to them and to society;  

 
7. See also Justification*;  

 
8. See also Scientism*;  

 
9. See also Varieties of Religious Experience*.  
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Predicate 
[concrete noun; predication is the abstract noun; predicated is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. A grammatical term;  
 

2. A part of a sentence;  
 

3. One of two main parts of a sentence, the other part being the subject;  
 

4. The predicate is everything in a sentence that is said of the subject. For example in 
the sentence “Samantha likes skydiving”, Samantha is the subject and likes 
skydiving is the predicate;  

 
5. Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) argued that the Ontological Argument* of St 

Anselm of Canterbury (1033-1109) failed because it treated the concept of 
existence as a predicate. In the sentence, “God exists”—God* is the subject and 
exists it the predicate.  

 
6. Kant argues in the Critique of Pure Reason (1781)* that “A hundred real thalers do 

not contain the least coin more than a hundred possible thalers”. In order to 
understand what Kant means by this, consider for example a picture of a horse. 
The picture of the horse may be of a real horse or an imaginary horse; either way, 
the picture remains the same. Adding that this horse exists adds nothing to the 
concept of it;  

 
7. See also Axiom*;  

 
8. See also Paralogism*;  

 
9. See also Premise*;  

 
10.See also Tautology*. 
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Premise 
[noun] 
 
 
 
 

1. A step in an argument;  
 

2. One of several statements which build an argument;  
 

3. The grounds or basis on which an argument is built;  
 

4. A premise is a statement which, if true, will imply further statements; if all the 
premises in an argument are true, the conclusion will be true if the structure of 
the argument is good;  

 
5. Consider the following (where [P] stands for ‘premise’):  

 
[P1] All ducks like to quack.  
[P2] Mallards are a kind of duck.  
[P3] Mallards like to quack. 

 
1. Notice how the conclusion of the argument (this argument is a Syllogism*) is built 

on two supporting premises. If these premises are true—and if the structure of the 
argument is valid (and in this case, it is)—then the conclusion will be true;  

 
2. See also Predicate*;  

 
3. See also Validity*.  
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Prima Facie 
[adverbial phrase] 
 
 
 
 

1. Latin for “as it appears” or “on the face of it”;  
 

2. Self-evident;  
 

3. Straight-forward;  
 

4. Evidence which answers a case;  
 

5. Things are as the facts seem to suggest;  
 

6. Sherlock Holmes hears a succession of gunshots in the room next to him; he 
bursts in and finds Moriarty holding a smoking gun and standing over a body ridden 
with bullet-holes as Moriarty declares, “I warned him I would shoot!” Sherlock has 
prima facie evidence to suggest and reason to believe that Moriarty shot the victim;  

 
7. Richard Swinburne (b. 1934) holds that we should accept the testimony of a reliable 

character who claims to have had a mystical or religious experience as prima facie 
evidence for such experiences in the absence of any evidence to the contrary.  

 
8. See Principle of Credulity*;  

 
9. See Principle of Testimony*.  
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Principle of Credulity 
[philosophical theory about Justification* and Religious Experience*] 
 
 
 
 

1. A theory of Richard Swinburne (b. 1934);  
 

2. A theory which aims to justify the argument from Religious Experience*; Swinburne 
presents his argument in chapter 13 of his book, Existence of God, The (1979)*;  

 
3. The principle suggests that things are generally the way they appear to us;  

 
4. If it seems to a person that ‘x’ is present, then it is likely that ‘x’ is in fact present, 

unless there are good reasons to reject the claim that ‘x’ is present (such as drugs, 
mental illness, etc);  

 
5. In other words, it is reasonable in general to accept that the world is as it appears 

to be unless we have good reason to believe otherwise;  
 

6. American philosopher, Michael Martin (b.1932) has attempted to turn the principle 
on its head by saying that it works equally for atheists: if an atheist believes that 
they have had an experience of the non-existence of God, we should accept that 
that is the case;  

 
7. Swinburne rejects Martin’s counter-principle because the absence of an 

experience is not equivalent to a positive experience; for example, my never having 
experienced the existence of the Queen is not evidence that the Queen does not 
exist;  

 
8. Swinburne’s Principle of Credulity is related to but distinct from his Principle of 

Testimony*;  
 

9. See also Justification*;  
 

10. See also Prima Facie*.  
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Principle of Sufficient Reason 
[philosophical theory about Justification*] 
 
 
 
 

1. A theory of Gottfried Leibniz (1646-1716);  
 

2. The theory that there must be an complete explanation for every event;  
 

3. If something happens, there must be a reason;  
 

4. Things do not happen without a reason to explain them;  
 

5. For everything that exists, there must be a cause to explain it;  
 

6. But since the universe and everything in it is contingent (that is, the universe does 
not give us a reason for its own existence) we must look beyond the universe for a 
sufficient reason for its existence;  

 
7. Nor can an Infinite Regress* of contingent things explain their existence. An 

infinite number of unexplained things are still in need of a sufficient reason;  
 

8. Leibniz held that the sufficient reason for the universe is found in God*;  
 

9. See also Cause in esse and in fieri*;  
 

10. See also Cosmological Argument*;  
 

11. See also Necessity*;  
 

12.See also Necessary and Sufficient Conditions*. 
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Principle of Testimony 
[philosophical theory about Justification* and Religious Experience*] 
 
 
 
 

1. A theory of Richard Swinburne (b. 1934);  
 

2. A theory which aims to justify the argument from Religious Experience*; Swinburne 
presents his argument in chapter 13 of his book, Existence of God, The (1979)*;  

 
3. The theory stems from his Principle of Credulity*;  

 
4. The Principle of Testimony holds that we should believe what another tells us 

unless we have good reason not to believe them;  
 

5. In the absence of reasons to the contrary, if a person reports experiencing ‘x’ 
then that person probably has experienced ‘x’;  

 
6. The difference between this principle and the Principle of Credulity is one of 

perspective: the Principle of Credulity is about trusting our own perceptions unless 
there is good reason not to; the Principle of Testimony is about trusting others’ 
claims about their experiences unless there is good reason not to;  

 
7. See also Justification*;  

 
8. See also Prima facie*.  
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Probabilistic Argument 
[noun phrase; probabilistic on its own is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. A type of inductive argument;  
 

2. An argument which, even if the premises are true, only leads to probability;  
 

3. All inductive arguments are probabilistic while all deductive arguments, if 
true, are certain;  

 
4. In mathematics, probability theory is concerned with random events and the 

probability of their occurring;  
 

5. In Philosophy*, probability refers to degrees of certainty. The concept of 
certainty in philosophy is not straightforward and is controversial. When are we 
justified in claiming to be certain about anything? The sceptics would argue that 
we never have Justification* to be certain of anything;  

 
6. See also Axiom*;  

 
7. See also Language Truth and Logic (1936)*;  

 
8. See also Logical Positivism*;  

 
9. See also Scepticism*.  
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Proof 
[noun; proven is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. Certainty;  
 

2. Demonstrated beyond a doubt;  
 

3. Absolute;  
 

4. The term ‘proof’ is controversial in philosophy. It seems to involve not simply my 
demonstrating something, but also that others accept my demonstration; so an 
element of ‘proof’ seems to involve ‘agreement’;  

 
5. People often confuse ‘proof’ with ‘evidence’ but these are not the same thing; 

evidence is something that can help lead us to proof or certainty;  
 

6. For simplicity’s sake, let us hold that proof is the conclusion of an argument which 
has both material and formal Validity*;  

 
7. Mathematical proofs are less controversial, but it is difficult to translate every 

human question (like the existence of God*) into mathematical and logical 
language; Descartes and the Enlightenment* project in general tried to do this but 
it cannot be said that they were successful in this enterprise;  

 
8. See also Axiom*;  

 
9. See also Demonstration*;  

 
10.See also Probabilistic Argument*. 
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Rationalism 
[abstract noun.; rationalist is the concrete noun; rationalistic is the adjective; 
rationalistically is the adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. The belief that human reason is the source of knowledge;  
 

2. A philosophical position prominent in the Enlightenment*;  
 

3. There are things that can be known and knowledge to be gained without relying 
on sense experience;  

 
4. Sense experience is not the only means of knowledge; human reason and the 

power of logic can work out truths not accessible to sense experience;  
 

5. Rationalism is contrasted against Empiricism;  
 

6. Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) was a rationalist philosopher of the Enlightenment 
era; many of his philosophical works are critiques of the Empiricist David Hume. 
For example, Hume held that we could not know anything about cause*, since this 
was beyond sense experience; Kant argued that there are certain truths that the 
mind holds which do not rely on sense experience. Some things are known in an a 
priori* way he argued, like causation;  

 
7. Many philosophers rejected rationalism because it refused to give due 

consideration to the role of human emotions. This gave rise to a period of 
philosophy known as Romanticism;  

 
8. See also Faith and Reason*;  

 
9. See also Fideism*.  
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Reductio ad absurdum 
[Latin; noun phrase] 
 
 
 
 

1. Latin for “Reduce to the absurd”;  
 

2. “Reduction to the impossible”;  
 

3. To show that a claim is true by showing how its negation or contradiction 
would lead to an absurdity or impossibility;  

 
4. To show that a claim is false by showing how it leads to an absurdity or 

impossibility;  
 

5. For example, “if nothing has a cause, then nothing would exist; if nothing existed, 
I wouldn’t exist to write this, and you wouldn’t exist to read it”;  

 
6. The Ontological Argument* of Anselm is sometimes described as a reductio ad 

absurdum because it attempts to show that if God did not exist, then we would 
have the idea of ‘the greatest possible being’ which in fact would be less than lesser 
things which exist;  

 
7. See also Axiom*;  

 
8. See also Proof*;  

 
9. See also Validity*.  
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Religious Experience 
[philosophical theory about the existence of God*] 
 
 
 
 

1. An experience of something ‘transcendental’ or ‘Divine’; 
 

2. An experience of something Numinous*;  
 

3. An experience of God* or of ‘Otherness’;  
 

4. Otto argued that religious experience is a core element of all world religions and 
that this fact, in itself, is sufficient to show that religious experiences are 
fundamental to human experience;  

 
5. Many studies show that religious experiences are common among all cultures;  

 
6. David Hume (1711-1776) criticised religious experiences, noting that (a) they are 

non-verifiable; and (b) that they are culturally suggestive (in other words, a 
Christian claims match Christian beliefs, while a Muslim, for example, will cite an 
experience of some Muslim-defined belief;  

 
7. A. J. Ayer (1910-1989) criticised Religious Experiences by noting that, should 

someone claim that their religious experience is of something beyond words, then 
it is, by their own admission, an incoherent concept;  

 
8. William James (1842 - 1910) argued that religious experiences have value not from 

the point of view of empirical verification, but rather from the point of view of 
Pragmatism*: in other words, a claim of religious experience does not derive its 
value from empirical testability, but rather from how the person having the 
experience puts it into practice;  

 
9. See also Varieties of Religious Experience*.  
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Religious Language 
[philosophical theory about Justification* and knowledge] 
 
 
 
 

1. Language about God* or gods;  
 

2. Language about matters relating to religion such as the Soul*, the afterlife and the 
reason for existence;  

 
3. The concept of religious language raises many questions. If God is infinite, how is it 

possible to speak about such a being with human language, which is based in finite 
experiences?  

 
4. A. J. Ayer (1910-1989) rejected the possibility that there could be any such thing 

as meaningful religious language (see Verification Principle*);  
 

5. Other philosophers through the centuries have attempted to show how speaking 
about God might be meaningful;  

 
6. One theory suggests that talk of God is only meaningful when it is  

 
Apophatic Language*;  

 
7. Another theory suggests that talk of God is only meaningful when it is Analogical 

Language*;  
 

8. See also Anthropomorphism*;  
 

9. See also Equivocal and Univocal*;  
 

10. See also Language Games*;  
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Reincarnation 
[noun; reincarnated is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. Literally, “to be made flesh again”;  
 

2. Belief in ‘past lives’;  
 

3. The belief that, after death, one is reborn as another person, animal or organism;  
 

4. Reincarnation is an ancient belief, often associated with Indian religions, such as 
Hinduism and Jainism; it is also associated with Buddhism and modern spiritualist 
or ‘New Age’ beliefs;  

 
5. Reincarnation is often contrasted with Cartesian Dualism* and belief in the 

Resurrection*;  
 

6. Some researchers claim to have found evidence that people, including young 
children, can recall details of former lives (such as the alleged case of James 
Leininger in the US; James was a six-year old boy who seemed to possess, 
inexplicably, many accurate details about the life of a fighter pilot shot down in 
World War II);  

 
7. From a philosophical point of view at least, reincarnation poses many difficulties. 

For example, in what sense can two totally different lives be considered the same 
person? In what way can a modern six-year old boy and a World War II pilot be 
justifiably considered the same person? If, on the other hand, we admit they are 
different people, then what exactly is it that has been “born again”?  

 
8. See also Ship of Theseus*;  

 
9. See also Soul*;  

 
10. See also Transmigration of the Soul*.  
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Scepticism/Skepticism 
[abstract noun; Sceptic is the concrete noun (British); Skeptic and skepticism are the 
alternate US spellings] 
 
 
 
 

1. A Philosophy* based on doubt;  
 

2. In general, the belief that it is not possible to know things with certainty;  
 

3. Scepticism is a broad category, and one can find in it a variety of attitudes towards 
the meaning of truth; in general we could say that most sceptics hold that 
knowledge of the ‘truth’ is not possible of things as they are in themselves, but only 
knowledge of things as they appear to us through our senses;  

 
4. Pyrrho (360-270 BC) is considered the first sceptic philosopher. For Pyrrho, things 

could not be known beyond their appearances; as such, no one position could be 
held to be more true than its contrary. For example, the claim “the universe has a 
beginning” is no more certain than the claim “the universe has had no beginning”;  

 
5. David Hume (1711-1776) is often associated with scepticism, though it is perhaps 

more accurate to describe some of his positions as sceptical rather than identifying 
him with philosophical scepticism in general. Hume is sceptical about:  

 
(1) The possibility of knowledge from Metaphysics* (as was Kant) because it 

deals with subjects removed from experience;  
 

(2) The accuracy and reliability of human reason and the reliability of human 
experience (this is called ‘fallibilism’);  

 
6. See also Hume’s Theory of Causation*;  

 
7. See also Proof*.  
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Scholasticism 
[abstract noun; Scholastic is the concrete noun and adjective] 
 
 

1. A period and school of Philosophy* and theology;  
 

2. A method of philosophy and theology practiced in medieval European 
universities between about 1100 and 1400 AD;  

 
3. St Anselm of Canterbury (1033-1109) is generally considered the first of the 

Scholastics;  
 

4. St Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) is considered the greatest of the Scholastic 
philosophers;  

 
5. Scholasticism aimed to understand the philosophies of the ancients—

including Plato (427-347 BC) and Aristotle (384-322 BC)—within the 
context of the teachings and beliefs of Christianity and vice versa;  

 
6. Part of the Scholastic method was called dialectical reasoning; this is a form of 

discussion where two opposing points of view are engaged in dialogue to see 
which one wins out. This is why, in medieval philosophical writings, you will often 
find a question posed, followed by a series of objections, followed by a series of 
responses to those objections. This is most famously demonstrated in St Thomas 
Aquinas’ Summa Theologica*;  

 
7. Scholasticism developed a system of philosophy which began with physics and 

lead to a study of ‘First Philosophy’—or Metaphysics*. Metaphysics is the ultimate 
goal of philosophy. The Enlightenment* philosophers will later reject Scholastic 
metaphysics;  

 
8. In the 19th and 20th centuries, Scholasticism enjoyed a revival, known as neo-

Scholasticism. Neo-scholastic thinkers tried to wed modern philosophical and 
scientific understanding with key elements of Scholastic thought;  

 
9. Today, philosophers who study and follow the methods of Thomas Aquinas are 

called Thomists.  
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Scientism 
[noun; scientistic is the adjective; scientistically is the adverb, although its use is 
uncommon] 
 
 
 
 

1. The assumption that everything to be known can be known ultimately through 
the empirical sciences (biology, chemistry, physics, astronomy, quantum 
physics, etc);  

 
2. All human questions—even those about life, death, Afterlife*, God*and the Soul*, 

etc—can be answered by science; or if they cannot, then such questions are 
meaningless;  

 
3. Whatever science cannot answer is either not worth knowing or cannot be held 

as ‘knowledge’;  
 

4. If science cannot prove something it is because it is not real or not worth knowing;  
 

5. The belief that science will ultimately be able to explain everything worth knowing; 
(thus, all arguments can be deferred to a ‘potential infallibility’ of science);  

 
6. For a scientistic mind (not to be confused with a scientific mind), God, the soul, 

the afterlife and religious beliefs in general are absurd;  
 

7. Scientism maintains that science and religion are at war with one another;  
 

8. Pope John Paul II, in his encyclical (Letter) ‘Faith and Reason’, warned against 
the consequences of scientism, which, he said, threatened the full extent and 
power of human reason;  

 
9. Scientism is strongly opposed to Metaphysics* and religious Faith*;  

 
10. See also Logical Positivism*;  

 
11. See also Scepticism*.  
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Seeing-as 
[philosophical theory about language and knowledge] 
 
 
 
 

1. Theory of philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951);  
 

2. Theory presented in his book, Philosophical Investigations* first published in 1953;  
 

3. A theory applied to the problem of Religious Language*;  
 

4. Wittgenstein argues that there are always two ways of seeing something. There is 
simply seeing an object; then there is seeing the object as something;  

 
5. For example, Wittgenstein relies on the famous drawing of the duck-rabbit: a 

creature that looks like a duck from one perspective and then a rabbit from another 
perspective; two people will both see the same object (the duck-rabbit); but one 
may see it as a rabbit while the other sees it as a duck;  

 
6. Both viewers are seeing something real; but each have noticed a different aspect of 

the same thing. Wittgenstein calls this seeing-as “noticing an aspect”;  
 

7. Seeing as, or noticing an aspect, seems to be a blend of seeing and thinking; one 
processes visual data and imprints it with a judgement;  

 
8. John Hick (b. 1922) develops the theory of seeing-as to encompass experiencing-

as; not only do we see things as, but we also experience things as (see Faith and 
Knowledge (1957)*);  

 
9. See also Justification*;  

 
10. See also Language Games*.  
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Ship of Theseus 
[philosophical parable/theory about the mind/body problem] 
 
 
 
 

1. An ancient paradox;  
 

2. A legend which highlights the problem of personal identity;  
 

3. Theseus was a legendary king of Athens. The story goes that over time, parts of 
Theseus’ wooden ship are replaced by new parts as the old ones become worn 
and damaged;  

 
4. If every part of the ship is replaced bit-by-bit over time, is it still the same ship when 

all the old parts—every plank, rope and nail— have been replaced? The paradox is 
complicated when you consider that another ship could be constructed of all the 
old, discarded parts: in this case, which now is Theseus’ ship?  

 
5. The paradox is based on an ancient dilemma, first proposed by the Greek 

philosopher Heraclitus (ca. 535–475 BC). Heraclitus wondered, is it possible to 
step into the same river twice? By the time you re-enter the river a second time, 
the water you stepped into the first time is long gone: so is it the same river?  

 
6. The paradox raises questions about what is meant by ‘identity’. Especially, what is 

meant by personal identity? If a person dies and is resurrected as Christian 
teaching holds, is it the same person who is resurrected or another look-alike? The 
paradox poses an even greater challenge to the theory of Reincarnation*: in what 
sense is a person who is completely changed in rebirth the same person as 
before?  

 
7. Aristotle (384-322 BC) believed he had solved the problem with his theory of 

Cause*;  
 

8. See also Soul*.  
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Soul 
[noun] 
 
 
 

1. The spirit;  
 

2. The mind, if it is non-material;  
 

3. The non-material part of a person in Cartesian Dualism*;  
 

4. The principle of life, consciousness, thought;  
 

5. The great debate in the Philosophy of Religion* is whether or not the soul is a 
distinct and immaterial part of the human person or whether it is simply a concept 
with no real meaning; various theories about the soul have been brought forward;  

 
6. Aristotle (384-322 BC) and St Thomas Aquinas (1225-1274) held that the soul is the 

form of the body (see Cause*); they held that the body and soul were not two 
Substances* but one unified whole (see Hylomorphism*);  

 
7. René Descartes (1596-1650) held that the human person was composed of two 

substances, one material and unconscious (the body), the other non-material and 
conscious (the soul); this theory is known as Cartesian Dualism*;  

 
8. Gilbert Ryle (1900-1976) argued against Cartesian Dualism and held that the 

human person is purely material; to speak of the soul as being a distinct entity is to 
make a Category Mistake*; looking for a non-material soul in the person is like 
looking for a Ghost in the Machine*;  

 
9. While those who argue for a non-material soul have many challenges, it would 

seem that the challenges to materialism are no less daunting—and perhaps more 
so. In particular, materialists face the Hard Problem of Consciousness*.  
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Soul-Making 
[philosophical and theological theory about the problem of Evil*] 
 
 
 
 

1. Theory of St Irenaeus of Lyons (about 130-202 AD);  
 

2. Theory of John Hick (b. 1934);  
 

3. A Theodicy*;  
 

4. An explanation of moral and natural Evil*;  
 

5. Irenaeus taught—and John Hick has developed his teaching in Evil and the God of 
Love (1966)—that God* has placed us in a world of suffering for the purposes of 
‘soul-making’;  

 
6. Soul-making is character and person building; the experience of evil provides us 

with an opportunity to grow in courage, generosity, perseverance, justice and 
love;  

 
7. Irenaeus believed that we were created by God innocent but imperfect and 

immature; it is precisely the experience of evil that incrementally perfects us 
individually and the human race as a whole;  

 
8. Many philosophers and theologians find this Irenaean theodicy attractive because 

(a) it provides a reason for believing both in a loving God and a value for evil; (b) it 
is consistent with the theory of evolution;  

 
9. See also Higher Order Defence*.  
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Substance and Accidents 
[nouns; substantial and accidental are the adjectives; substantially and accidentally are the 
adverbs] 
 
 
 
 

1. Terms developed by Aristotle (384-322 BC) to describe modes of being;  
 

2. Don’t confuse ‘accident’ in this philosophical way with tripping on the carpet or 
spilling your drink: accident in this context is a synonym for ‘property’;  

 
3. Substance refers to what a thing essentially is; accident refers to what non-essential 

properties a thing has;  
 

4. My substance is that of a human being; my accidental qualities are my physical 
properties (height, weight, eye colour, etc);  

 
5. Substance is being in itself; accident is being in something else; Substance is a 

being which exists in itself; accident is a being which exists in something else;  
 

6. A dog is a dog (substance) simply because it is a dog; but a dog’s tail (accident) 
cannot exist without a dog; a loaf of bread is a bread (substance) but the whiteness 
of the bread (accident) cannot exist apart from an object, like bread;  

 
7. Substance means the principle of a thing; accident means the qualities of the 

thing; all humans share the same substance (being ‘human’) but every 
person has a different set of accidents (different hair colour, skin tone, height, 
etc); our substance (as an individual) is derived from our nature (human 
nature), while our accidental qualities (skin, toes, hair) are derived from our 
individual substances. 
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Summa Theologica (ca. 1272) 
[Major and most famous work of St Thomas Aquinas] 
 
 
 

1. The masterpiece of Thomas Aquinas, and his most famous and influential work, 
written sometime between 1265 and 1272;  

 
2. “Summa” means ‘summary’. The term is not unique to Aquinas; a number of 

medieval works are called summas;  
 

3. The Summa Theologica is an attempt to summarise all of the main principles of 
Christian theology and to answer common misunderstandings arising from 
theological speculation and mischaracterizations of Christian doctrine.  Aquinas 
prefaces his work by saying, “Endeavouring to avoid these and other like faults, we 
shall try, by God's help, to set forth whatever is included in this sacred doctrine as 
briefly and clearly as the matter itself may allow.”  

 
4. The Summa covers an enormous amount of material, from God, angels, law, the 

virtues and the sacraments. Thomas never finished the work before he died;  
 

5. The Summa contains Thomas’ Five Ways*—or demonstration of the existence of 
God. These are found in Part 1, Question 2, Article 3;  

 
6. Philosophers who study the summa and the work of St Thomas Aquinas are 

called Thomists;  
 

7. See also Metaphysics*;  
 

8. See also Scholasticism*.  
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Summum Bonum 
[Latin noun phrase] 
 
 

1. Latin for, “the greatest good” or “highest good’; 
 

2. The concept has roots in Roman philosophy and thought, and can be found in the 
writing of Cicero; it gained traction throughout the Middle Ages in Scholastic* 
philosophy and thought; 

 
3. For St Augustine, the highest good is God himself; evil is not an essence, and all 

things are drawn to the ultimate good; later Christian thinkers built upon this 
identification of the greatest good with the very nature of God; 

 
4. In contrast to the Scholastic identification of the summum bonum with God, 

Immanuel Kant conceived of the summum bonum in terms of moral responsibility; 
the summum bonum was the greatest good to which all human action should be 
oriented; 

 
5. In Christian philosophy in general, the summum bonum is the measure against 

which all other goods are measures; particularly in the thought of Augustine, 
Boethius, Pseudo-Dionysius and Aquinas, et al, all created being is good insofar as 
it participates in the ultimate good, which is God; goodness is thus derived from 
participation in the divine; 

 
6. See also God*; 

 
7. See also Heaven and Hell*; 

 
8. See also Religious Experience*; 

 
9. See also Soul*. 
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Syllogism 
[noun; syllogistic is the adjective; syllogistically is the adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. A method of Demonstration*;  
 

2. A type of argument commonly associated with Aristotle (384-322 BC);  
 

3. A argument structured in three premises in which the conclusion must logically 
follow from Premise* one and two (called a ‘categorical syllogism’);  

 
4. Each premise must contain two terms. A term are the distinct subjects and objects 

of the premise. In the example below, horses, apples and Dribbles are the terms. In 
a categorical syllogism there are only three terms;  

 
5. For example:  

 
[P1] All horses like apples 
[P2] Dribbles is a horse 
[P3] Dribbles likes apples. 

 
1. Note that the conclusion must be true if premise 1 and 2 are true. In Kant’s 

terminology, a faulty syllogism is a Paralogism*;  
 

2. See also Analytic Statement*;  
 

3. See also Proof*.  
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Synthetic a priori 
[noun phrase] 
 
 
 

1. A type of judgement or reasoning;  
 

2. A theory about knowledge;  
 

3. A theory of Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) detailed in his book, Critique of Pure 
Reason*;  

 
4. For Kant, a Synthetic* statement is one which is not Analytic* but which requires 

empirical verification. As such, synthetic statements are A Posteriori*. But Kant 
maintained that another class of reasoning needs to be considered: the synthetic a 
priori. At first glance, this may seem counterintuitive: how can knowledge be both 
synthetic (requiring verification) and a priori (true in itself)?  

 
5. The answer for Kant lies in the structure of the mind itself. The mind has, so to 

speak, a kind of built-in a priori ‘filter’: it understands certain things intuitively. For 
Kant, this ‘filter’ is the understanding or awareness of space and Time*. Everything 
we experience comes to us through space and time—it is not possible for us to 
think of or understand things without thinking of them existing in either or both 
space and time;  

 
6. So even mathematical truths—which David Hume (1711-1776) held to be purely 

analytic—require and understanding in space and time. For example, consider the 
sum 5 + 7 = 12. If this were really analytic, the number ‘12’ would be contained in 
the premises: 5 and 7. But there is nothing in either 5 or 7 which by themselves 
suggest 12; we come to the conclusion that 5 things and 7 things together equal 12 
through counting (experience and verification);  

 
7. See also A Priori*;  

 
8. See also Epistemology*;  

 
9. See also Intuition*.  
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Synthetic Statement 
[noun phrase, synthetically is the adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. A kind of statement;  
 

2. A statement which is not Analytic*;  
 

3. In everyday language synthetic means ‘artificial’; Immanuel Kant ( was the first to 
use these terms in a philosophical way and they feature prominently in his 
philosophy;  

 
4. A synthetic statement is one in which the Predicate* cannot be derived from the 

subject as in, “Margaret likes to ride a motorcycle.” One could not logically 
derive ‘likes to ride a motorcycle’ simply from the subject, ‘Margaret’;  

 
5. In the Critique of Pure Reason (1781)*, Kant wonders how we can know about the 

world if our ideas are purely synthetic or purely analytic; pure analytic reasoning 
does not seem to tell us anything new about the world; but pure synthetic reason is 
also a problem. If every statement was synthetic, then nothing could be verified. 
There must be, Kant suggested, a kind of reasoning called Synthetic a priori* 
reasoning;  

 
6. See also A posteriori*;  

 
7. See also Justification*.  
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Tabula Rasa 
[philosophical theory about the theory of knowledge] 
 
 
 
 

1. A Latin term which means ‘blank slate’;  
 

2. A term used in opposition to the concept of Innatism*;  
 

3. A term associated with British philosopher John Locke (1632-1704) although 
he himself did not use the term;  

 
4. In his book, An Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690), Locke argues 

that we come into the world without any innate or A priori* ideas or concepts; we 
are completely empty, like a blank slate; we form ideas based on solely on our 
experiences;  

 
5. Locke divides ideas into two kinds: simple and complex. Simple ideas are what 

our sense experiences provide us with: ideas about colour, shape, size, etc. We 
then build these simple ideas into more complex ones, such as ideas about 
Cause* and effect;  

 
6. Proponents of the idea that the human person is a tabula rasa are opposed to 

anything resembling the Theory of Forms* of Plato (427-347 BC);  
 

7. See also Empiricism*;  
 

8. See also Enlightenment*;  
 

9. See also Rationalism*.  
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Tautology 
[noun; tautological is the adjective; tautologically is the adverb] 
 
 
 
 

1. An Analytic* statement;  
 

2. In logic, a statement which is true under all conditions;  
 

3. In everyday speech, a statement which is redundant (such as, “a dog is a dog”)  
 

4. A statement which cannot be logically contradicted as in, “a square is not a circle”;  
 

5. A sentence in which the Predicate* is identical in meaning to the subject. This is 
very often the case with definitions:  

 
A spinster (subject) is an unmarried woman (predicate) 
 

6. Universally true in all circumstances as in: “A bachelor is an unmarried man” and 
“a triangle has three sides”;  

 
7. Part of the problem with tautological statements is that they do not teach us 

anything new. Statements in which the predicate is contained in the subject can 
sometimes be meaningless because they are repetitive. If, as in Logical 
Positivism*, one holds that only tautological, mathematical or empirically verifiable 
statements are to be trusted, then we must wonder how it is possible to draw 
conclusions about the world beyond the purely tautological, mathematical or 
empirically verifiable;  

 
8. See also Axiom*;  

 
9. See also Law of Indiscernibles*.  
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Theodicy 
[philosophical theory about the problem of Evil*] 
 
 
 
 

1. Theodicy means “the justification of God*”;  
 

2. Theodicy is the attempt to explain or justify God’s goodness and holiness in the 
face of Evil*;  

 
3. The word was coined by Gottfried Leibniz (1646-1716) in his book with the lengthy 

title, Essays in Theodicy Concerning the Goodness of God, the Freedom of Man 
and the Origin of Evil; the work is normally abbreviated simply as Theodicy;  

 
4. The aim of theodicy is to defend the idea that God is Omniscient, Omnipotent and 

Omnibenevolent* even though there is evil and suffering in the world;  
 

5. Leibniz suggested in his book that if we accept the Premise* that God is all-loving 
and all-powerful then the experience of evil can be explained by understanding 
the world as being “the best of all possible worlds”;  

 
6. Other explanations of evil were presented long before Leibniz; St Irenaeus of Lyons 

(died about 202AD) and St Augustine of Hippo (354-430 AD) both argued that God 
allows evil for a greater good;  

 
7. The term theodicy has become synonymous with the term natural theology, which 

is an explanation of theological concepts using the methods of philosophy;  
 

8. See also Free Will Defence*;  
 

9. See also Monism*;  
 

10.See also Soul-Making*. 
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Theosis 
[noun, derived from Greek theology] 
 
 
 
 
 

1. In Eastern Christianity, the theory of ‘divinization’ by which human beings become 
like God; 

 
2. A concept of divinization popular throughout Christian theology through the ages; 

divine adoption of humans as sons and daughters of God; the ultimate participation 
in the divine life of God whereby one achieves final union with God (the Beatific 
Vision); 

 
3. According to the concept of theosis, a person rises, according to God’s grace, into 

the presence and friendship of God, and thereby becomes like God, through 
adoption and righteousness; 

 
4. Theosis is brought about by the dual process of catharsis (the purification of the 

mind and body through the sacraments, prayer, sacrifice and the life of grace); and 
theoria (in Latin, contemplatio) which is the process of coming to know God 
through prayer, meditation and contemplation; 

 
5. See also Heaven and Hell*; 

 
6. See also Soul* 

 
7. See also Via Negativa*. 
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Theism 
[abstract noun; theist is the concrete noun; theistic is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. A person who believes in one god or God*;  
 

2. In contrast to a polytheist, who believes in many gods;  
 

3. In contrast to a deist who believes in one god but who does not accept 
revelation (i.e, that God communicates with his creation through the Bible or 
organised religion);  

 
4. The word ‘theism’ was first used in the 18th century. At first, it meant the same thing 

as Deism* but later, a deist who accepted the possibility of revelation (for example 
that the Bible is a source of knowledge about God) became known as a theist;  

 
5. The term ‘theism’ has grown out of the rejection of organised religion in the 

Enlightenment* era; there was no need in Scholastic times to make the distinction 
between deists, theists and Christians; now, the term is used to include anyone who 
believes in the traditional God of Judaism, Christianity or Islam;  

 
6. Compare with Agnosticism*, Atheism*, Monism* and Pantheism*;  

 
7. See also Faith and Reason*.  
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Theology and Falsification (1955) 
[Essay title] 
 
 
 
 

1. A short but influential essay by Antony Flew (b. 1923), published in 1955 in New 
Essays in Philosophical Theology;  

 
2. In the essay, Flew recounts the famous Parable of the Invisible Gardener*;  

 
3. Flew also outlines his well-known version of the Falsification Principle*; according to 

Flew’s version of the principle, a claim can only be considered meaningful if it can 
be falsified (as with scientific claims). Since religious believers can’t provide any 
conditions under which the claim that God* exists can be falsified, they must admit 
that their claim is meaningless;  

 
4. Flew wonders in the article how any religious claim of the sort, “God has a 

plan”, or “God loves us,” can be considered meaningful, especially in the face of 
so much suffering in the world (see Evil*);  

 
5. R. M. Hare has responded to Flew’s claims in the same edition of New Essays: see 

Blik*;  
 

6. See also Category Mistake*;  
 

7. See also Evidentialism*;  
 

8. See also Ghost in the Machine*.  
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Theory of Forms 
[philosophical theory about knowledge and the mind/body problem] 
 
 
 
 

1. A theory of Plato (429-347 BC);  
 

2. A theory of Innatism*;  
 

3. Sometimes called simply, The Forms;  
 

4. Plato taught that the Soul* had a prior existence in an archetypal world of Forms. 
Everything that exists on earth is a mere copy of the perfect Form in this archetypal 
world. For example, every chair on earth is an imperfect copy of a perfect Form in 
the eternal archetypal realm;  

 
5. The Forms are not just physical objects like chairs and animals; concepts, like 

equality and justice, also have perfect Forms;  
 

6. When it is born on earth in bodily form, the soul retains the impression of 
Forms encountered in the archetypal realm;  

 
7. In Plato’s dialogue, Meno (380 BC)*, Socrates tries to demonstrate that learning is a 

nothing more than a process of remembering contact with the Forms prior to birth;  
 

8. In Plato’s dialogue, Phaedo (360 BC)*, Socrates tries to demonstrate that there 
must be a world of perfect forms because while we have ideas of perfection here 
on earth we do not find any actual instances of such perfection;  

 
9. The theory of ‘Tabula Rasa*’ stands in opposition to Plato’s Theory of Forms;  

 
10. See also Hard Problem of Consciousness*.  
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Time 
[noun; ‘timeless’ is the antonym] 
 
 
 
 

1. Past, present and future;  
 

2. Time is one of the most elusive and complex subjects in Philosophy* and 
philosophers have wondered about what it really is for thousands of years;  

 
3. In his book Physics, Aristotle (384-322 BC) says: “Time is the number of change, in 

respect of before and after”. What he means by this is that time is the measurement 
of change; if there were no change in the universe (imagine if everything was totally 
static and unmoving) then there would be no time;  

 
4. For Aristotle, time is the past and the future; the present is not itself time, but a 

division between past and future (just as a point on a line divides one side of the line 
from the other, so too does the present divide the past from the future);  

 
5. Aristotle held that the universe was eternal because it made no sense to talk about 

the beginning of time. If time has a beginning, then there must be a distinction 
between the first second of time and the what precedes it;  

 
6. However, in defence of the Kalam Cosmological Argument*, William Lane Craig 

argues that there must be a beginning to time and that there can be no such thing 
as a temporal Infinite Regress*;  

 
7. See also Causation ‘in esse’ and ‘in fieri’*;  

 
8. See also Infinity*;  

 
9. See also Unmoved Mover*.  
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Transmigration of the Soul 
[religious/philosophical theory] 
 
 
 
 

1. The theory or belief that the soul passes from one body to another at death;  
 

2. The belief is common to Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism;  
 

3. One’s quality of life in the new incarnation (bodily existence) depends on one’s 
past conduct in previous incarnations;  

 
4. The sum total of one’s quality of one’s combined incarnations is called karma 

(from Sanskrit, meaning ‘act’, ‘action’ or ‘performance’);  
 

5. The theory is closely linked to the theory of Reincarnation*;  
 

6. The theory also has origins in Greek philosophy and is also known as 
metempsychosis;  

 
7. From a philosophical point of view, the theory raises questions about personal 

identity;  
 

8. See also Cartesian Dualism*;  
 

9. See also Dualism*;  
 

10.See also Monism*; 
 

11. See also Soul*. 
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Unmoved Mover 
[philosophical theory about the nature of God*] 
 
 
 
 

1. The cause of everything which itself is not caused;  
 

2. A term for God* by Aristotle (384-322 BC) and later Thomas Aquinas (1225-
1274);  

 
3. Things that are movable are things that can change, come into existence and go 

out of existence. Aristotle and Aquinas argue that if everything was movable, 
nothing would exist;  

 
4. How can something that does not move, actually move something else? Aquinas 

gives the example of appetite, which is moved by food or the idea of food: the 
food doesn’t need to move or change itself to move someone to eat. Also 
consider an obstacle in your path, like a wall; it moves you to change direction or 
go around it without being moved itself;  

 
5. The Unmoved Mover is a being which is Pure Act (see Potency and Act*); this 

means God never changes. Think about the foundation of a house; if the 
foundations were always changing, the house would collapse. A house could only 
exist on unmoving foundations;  

 
6. See also Cause in esse and in fieri*;  

 
7. See also Cosmological Argument*;  

 
8. See also Infinite Regress*;  

 
9. See also Time*.  
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Validity 
[noun; valid is the adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. well-founded or well-grounded;  
 

2. True or proven;  
 

3. An argument which is both materially and formally correct;  
 

4. An argument is materially correct if all of its premises are true;  
 

5. An argument is formally valid if the structure of the argument itself is sound;  
 

6. Consider for example:  
 

[P1] All horses like to fly;  
[P2] Black Beauty is a horse;  
[P3] Black Beauty likes to fly. 

 
7. The structure of the above argument is good; but the content is false (horses do not 

fly); therefore, the argument—because it is materially flawed, is not valid;  
 

8. Consider again:  
 

[P1] Horses are animals;  
[P2] Rabbits are animals;  
[P3] Horses and rabbits are the same thing. 
 

9. The above premises contain true information, so the premises are materially sound; 
but the structure of the argument is not sound. Therefore, the argument is formally 
flawed and leads to an invalid conclusion. Philosophers will often put arguments into 
syllogisms* so that they can evaluate whether or not they are valid.  
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Varieties of Religious Experience (1902) 
[Book] 
 
 
 

1. A series of lectures delivered by American philosopher, William James (1842-
1910) between 1901 and 1902;  

 
2. The lectures were later published in a book. The full title of the book is The 

Varieties of Religious Experience: A Study in Human Nature;  
 

3. As the title suggests, the book is interested in studying the issue of Religious 
Experience*;  

 
4. James argues in the book that there is a distinction to be made between an 

object and its value;  
 

5. Science often ignores the value of things;  
 

6. For example, it may not be possible to scientifically demonstrate that someone has 
had a religious experience; but this does not mean that the claim about religious 
experience therefore has no value. A person may decide to live a good life or do 
good in the world based on the belief about a religious experience. Thus, there is 
value to that belief;  

 
7. One might salivate at the thought of a lemon, even if no lemon is present; in the 

same way, science needs to take into account the unseen realities of the 
universe;  

 
8. See also Faith and Reason*;  

 
9. See also Justification*;  

 
10.See also Pragmatism*; 

 
11. See also Scientism*. 
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Verification Principle 
[philosophical theory about knowledge and meaning] 
 
 
 
 

1. Principle of meaning;  
 

2. A principle by which language can be shown to be meaningful;  
 

3. Principle presented by A.J. Ayer (1910-1989) in his book,  
 

Language, Truth and Logic (1936)*;  
 

4. Ayer suggested that language is only meaningful when it is analytic*, 
mathematical or scientific;  

 
5. Synthetic* statements can be shown to be meaningful if they can be subject to 

empirical verification (see Empiricism*), otherwise they must be held as being 
meaningless;  

 
6. Analytic and mathematical statements are true by definition; scientific statements 

can be verified. For this reason, these three methods provide a reliable source of 
meaningfulness;  

 
7. Ayer dismissed ‘God talk’ because it did not fit the verification principle;  

 
8. The verification principle raises many interesting questions about how religious 

language can be considered meaningful. However, the principle itself fails 
according to its own criteria: the claim that “only those propositions that are 
analytic, mathematical or scientific have meaning” is itself neither analytic nor 
mathematical or scientific;  

 
9. See also Justification*;  

 
10. See also Tautology*.  
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Via Negativa 
[Latin noun phrase] 
 
 
 
 

1. Latin for “negative way”;  
 

2. Also known as apophatic language or language of remotion; 
 

3. A way of speaking about God; 
 

4. Speaking about God by emphasizing what God is not (apophatic language) rather 
than what God is (cataphatic language);  

 
5. Since God is totally transcendent*, and totally other than what we can experience, 

we can never liken God to anything in experience.  Hence, God is not good in any 
sense that we can understand; God is beyond-good as we understand the term, or 
supra-good.  We ultimately have no discursive, or purely rational way of 
understanding God’s goodness. 

 
6. The Via Negativa, or way of remotion, or apophatic method, thus involves two 

steps: 
 

a. First, we acknowledge that God is not good, loving, being, etc., in any sense 
that we can understand.  We empty ourselves of these earthly concepts so 
as not to pollute the transcendence of God with early concepts; 

 
b. Having purified the mind (catharsis) and the body, the human soul comes to 

rest in the presence of God: God is experience in love and friendship beyond 
the labels we might assign; the soul rests in God (theoria) as a mystical 
experience arising out of contemplation, rather than through an 
understanding derived from rational activity. 

 
7. See also Theosis*. 
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Victorious Modal Argument 
[philosophical argument for the existence of God*] 
 
 
 
 

1. A version of the Ontological Argument*;  
 

2. An argument by Alvin Plantinga (b. 1937);  
 

3. A Modal Logic* argument that builds upon the Modal Ontological 
Argument* of Malcolm and Hartshorne;  

 
4. In his book The Nature of Necessity (1974), Plantinga argues that a being that 

possesses maximal perfection (that is, a being which possesses Omniscience, 
Omnipotence and Omnibenevolence*) is not logically impossible, and therefore is 
possible;  

 
5. Such a being with maximal perfection also possesses maximal greatness; that is, 

such a being exists in every possible world. In other words, if a being that 
possesses maximal excellence exists in one possible world, then such a being 
would exist in every possible world;  

 
6. Put simply, if God* is possible in any world then he must exist in every possible 

world (for example, if 2 + 2 = 4 is true in one world, it is true in every world);  
 

7. Plantinga admits in his book that the argument does not prove God exists because 
it is easy to reject his first premise that there is such a necessary being; however, 
Plantinga argues that at the very least, the argument is not illogical and therefore 
shows that belief in God is rational;  

 
8. See also Necessity*;  

 
9. See also Justification, Theories of*.  
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Watchmaker Analogy 
[philosophical theory about the Design Argument and the existence of God*] 
 
 
 
 

1. A kind of Design Argument*;  
 

2. An argument for the existence of God*;  
 

3. An argument by analogy aiming to demonstrate that the universe is likely designed 
because it shares features with known designed things—such as a watch;  

 
4. Design arguments by analogy aim to draw a comparison between the universe and 

machines. Since we know that machines are designed, it follows—so the argument 
goes—that the universe, which has similar design-like features, is also designed. 
Both machines and the universe have complex, interlocking parts and so we can 
infer design in the universe from this comparison;  

 
5. The argument has most famously been defended William Paley (1743-1805). In 

his book Natural Theology, or Evidences of the Existence and Attributes of the 
Deity collected from the Appearances of Nature, published in 1802. The book 
title is normally abbreviated to simply Natural Theology;  

 
6. In the book, Paley asks the reader to imagine that he is walking upon a heath and 

his foot hits a stone. The walker is not surprised to find a stone on the heath—it 
belongs there and is not out of place. But were he to discover a watch upon the 
heath, he would indeed think this odd, that it had been left there or dropped by 
someone. Since the watch is clearly designed, there is no question that the watch 
has appeared there by chance. The universe, Paley concludes, is far more 
complex and intricate than the watch. By analogy then, we can imagine too that 
the universe has been ‘left’ by an intelligence;  

 
7. See also Intelligent Design (ID)*.  
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Why I am not a Christian (1957) 
[Book] 
 
 
 
 

1. Popular book by British mathematician and philosopher, Bertrand Russell (1872-
1970);  

 
2. The full title of the book is Why I am Not a Christian: And Other Essays on 

Religion and Related Subjects;  
 

3. The book includes a transcript from the celebrated 1947 BBC radio debate 
between Russell and Frederick Copleston (1907-1994). During the debate, Russell 
and Copleston tackle various arguments for the existence of God* including the 
Cosmological Argument* and arguments from Religious Experience*;  

 
4. In the book, Russell argues—among other things—that the First Cause* argument 

fails because, “If everything must have a cause, then God must have a cause. If 
there can be anything without a cause, it may just as well be the world as God, so 
that there cannot be any validity in that argument”;  

 
5. Russell also argues against the Design Argument*; he writes, “When you come to 

look into this argument from design, it is a most astonishing thing that people can 
believe that this world, with all the things that are in it, with all its defects, should be 
the best that omnipotence and omniscience have been able to produce in millions 
of years. I really cannot believe it. Do you think that, if you were granted 
omnipotence and omniscience and millions of years in which to perfect your world, 
you could produce nothing better than the Ku Klux Klan or the Fascists?”  

 
6. See also Free Will Defence*;  

 
7. See also Scepticism*.  
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Zoroastrianism 
[abstract noun; Zoroastrian is the concrete noun and adjective] 
 
 
 
 

1. The religion and Philosophy* of the followers of Zoroaster;  
 

2. Zoroaster was a mystic, prophet and religious poet;  
 

3. Historical information about Zoroaster himself is hard to come by, and historians 
are not agreed on his dates or location; he was most likely Persian (from the area 
of Northeast Iran or Southwest Afghanistan); he probably lived between 1000-600 
BC;  

 
4. Claims that Zoroastrianism had a significant influence on Judaism and Christianity 

are unjustified, but its influence on both Eastern and Western philosophy of 
religion* is considerable;  

 
5. Zoroastrianism is one of the oldest monotheistic religions in the world;  

 
6. A key belief is that God* (Ahura Mazda, or ‘Wise Lord’) is Omniscient, Omnipotent 

and Omnibenevolent*;  
 

7. There is an element of Dualism* in the religion: Ahura Mazda is opposed by Angra 
Mainyu (meaning ‘destructive spirit’). Angra Mainyu is the source of death and 
evil;  

 
8. As a result of this conflict between Ahura Mazda and Angra Mainyu, there is a 

constant battle between good and evil in the world;  
 

9. Humans have free will—and so must make a moral choice for one or the other. At 
the end of Time*, they will go to heaven or hell, depending on their choices in life;  

 
10. See also Philosophy of Religion*.  
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